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Preface
Over the past few decades more than a dozen U.S. cities have implemented new guideway
public transit systems and virtually every major urban area has or is considering increasing
public transportation Infrastructure Investments, frequently including the consideration of
guideway transH investments. The country's dramatic suburbanization and socio-economic
changes have placed new challenges on public transportation.

Various guideway

investments are among the solutions that local communities have considered to meet the
changing transportation needs of their communHies. The result has been growing guideway
transit ridership and an increase in the importance of guideway in the overall transportation
system. Guideway transH investments are perceived as the public transit investment that
provides an excellent opportuney to compete with auto travel, influence land use, motivate
public and business financial support and address air qualey and environmental goals. This
report does not advocate guideway solutions or discourage careful consideration of nonguideway transportation investments, but provides a knowledge base to support those
involved in guideway planning and implementation.
With the development of numerous systems over the past few years. a great deal of
experience and knowledge has been gained about all aspects of using guideway
investments to meet transportation and other local goals. Much of this knowledge resides
with local planning agency staffs and is of great value to other urban areas if the most
relevant information can be captured and communicated to the ever growing and changing
group of professionals that are involved in guideway project planning and decision making.
This report is one of several that are being produced as part of a study funded by the
Federal Transit Administration on intermodalism and guideway effectiveness. This multiyear effort is being conducted by the Lehman Center for Transportation Research at Florida
International Universijy and the Center for Urban Transportation Research at the University
of South Florida. The broadly-defined research project, a response to a U.S. congressional
authorization, focuses on the examination of factors that influence the effectiveness and
efficiency of guideway transit systems and intermodal passenger transportation. The work
program is driven by eight primary research tasks. each of which is being addressed
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through a variety of research methodologies. The overall objedlve Is to assemble existing
and new information and interpret and communicate that information in a manner that
supports the planning and decision making efforts of public transportation planners.
Know1edge gained in this project will provide useful information for the many communities
and transportation professionals that are planning or considering guideway transit as a key
component in their transportation system. In addition, many of the issues and much of the
information will have application for all public transportation planning.
The products of this research effort in 1995 include technical reports, case studies, and
data books.
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Foreword
This report is one in a series of eight technical reports being prepared as part of the an
overall study t~led Guideway Transit and lntermodalism: Function and Effectiveness. Each
technical report addresses one of the major theme areas of research being investigated in
the overall research project. The Center for Urban Transportation Research has the
primary responsibility for addressing the four subject areas shown in bold in the task list
below. This report is indicated by the pointer.

-

Task 1

Evaluation of Complementary Policies to Support lntennodal
Guideway Investments

Task2

Evolving Technology Options

Task3

Preserving lntermodal Guideway System Competitiveness

Task4

Integrated Planning and Design of lntennodal guideway Transit
Systems

TaskS
Task 6
Task 7

Multimodal Transportation Center Design
Determining Organizational and Operating Strategies
Application of New Technologies in Developing lntermodal Transit
Systems

TaskS

Assessment of Guideway Transit System Impacts

These interim task reports are one component in a broadly defined research project that
examines factors that influence the success of guideway systems and intermodal
transportation. Each task addresses one or more of the critical considerations. These
interim reports are intended to communicate findings to date from the research that has
been carried out.

These reports are not final reports nor are they the only output

documents for the research effort to date. The Interim Task Reports are complemented by
a series of case study reports for selected c~ies with guideway transit systems and with a
three part series of data books that compile information from guideway sites.
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The reports are presented in two major sections. The first describes the objectives of the
task, the research methodology and activities completed to date and currently underway.
The second section provides a report on the findings to date from research in the given
subject area. As work continues the remainder of this year and next year, the full work
program will be completed and a report prepared that communicates the cumulative
findings from the research activities.
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Task 4: Integrated Planning and Design of lntermodal Guideway
Transit Systems
SECTION I

Task Objectives
This report provides an update of activities related to Task Four through July, 1995. Task
Four examines the issue of planning and designing integrated trans~ systems which include
at least one fixed guideway component. Understanding how fixed guideway transit systems
can be successfully implemented requires an understanding of how such systems are
designed and how that design, in tum, affects system success. The overall goal of Task
Four is to determine which system elements are most important for achieving a well
integrated and efficient system and how those elements should be designed. Therefore,
an outcome of this task will be more conclusive evidence on the relative roles of elements
like complementary fare structures, coordinated scheduling, coordinated planning activities,
and even the configuration of the routes and station locations in achieving successful
implementation of the transit system. Furthermore, this interm report provides examples
from case study systems to completed to date of the important elements of an intermodal
system.
The emphasis for tihis task is on the design of the system. The term system is used here
not merely in the generic sense that urban areas have transit systems. but rather in the
sense tihat the whole is greater than the sum of the parts, that the various components of
the system should be viewed as portions of the entire "organism". This is a necessary
cond~ion

for any study of an intermodal nature. The impetus for much of the current

interest in intermodalism, particularly for transit, was the passage of ISTEA (lntermodal
Surface Transportation Efficiency Act) in 1991. As the name implies, the idea is that
increased efficiency levels are possible through the use of intermodalism, the essence of
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which is to create a "seamless" transportation system. The assumption is that well
designed, fully Integrated systems will be more efficient, attract more riders, and be more
successful overall.

Much of the interest In intennodalism has focused only on the

intennodal facilities, with less consideration of the overall system, particularly where public
transit is concerned. While this Task considers the individual facilities, and in fact points
out the importance of those facilities, it also considers other elements of the overall system.

It is hoped that the results of Task Four will overcome some of the perceptual obstacles to
considering the entire system can and lead to full realization of the advantages of an
integrated intennodal system.
The goal of Task Four is to examine the system itself, including routes, stations, movement
through the system, and consideration of the roles of agencies involved in planning and
implementing the system. One purpose of this research is to provide a clearing house of
infonnation related to specific case study urban areas that will help to answer questions
related to the design of lntennodal systems. Task Four has been broken Into four sub-tasks
which, together, address the major issues in designing an integrated intennodal system.
Though these subtasks provide some overlap, they are treated as separate sections in this
report. The subtask sections include:
•

System network topology

•

Station location criteria and efficiency

•

Coordination of multimodal planning

•

Facilitating convenient transfers

While other questions may arise as a resuH of the dynamic research process being used,
this interm report provides an update of our attempt to both more thoroughly understand
the problem of implementing lntennodal systems, as well as answering the more obvious
questions related to integrated intermodal system design.
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Guideway TtMslt and lntwmodaUsm: FUnctJon and E~.a

Research Methodology
This Task relies heavily on the case studies of metropol~an areas that have planned and
constructed new fixed guideway systems or extensions to existing systems over the past
25 years. To date. six case studies have been completed in the following metropolitan
areas:

•

Atlanta

•

Los Angeles

•

New Or1eans

•
•
•

Miami/South Florida
Por1Jand, Oregan
San Fra.ncisco Bay Area

These case study metropolitan areas form the core of information currently available and
utilized in this research report. In addition, two other metropolitan area case studies are
nearing completion (Sacramento and San Diego) and, where possible, information from
these case studies is incorporated. The case study information is also supplemented,
where appropriate, by knowledge and observation of other metropolitan areas by the project
team.
Several of the subtasks have also relied heavily on existing literature for background to the
research. This is particularly true for Subtask 1, which presents a more theoretical
approach to developing the background requirements of fixed guideway intermodalism.
The literature review is an ongoing process and will continue in Year Three of the project.
Research methodologies which deviate from the general research methodology discussed
here, are discussed in more detail within appropriate subtask sections of the report. This
is mostly in reference to Subtask 1, which uses a topological approach to examining
intermodal transit networks in terms of their theoretical advantages and disadvantages.
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Aspects of network topology which are Important to this research are discussed in detail in

the section for Subtask 1.
Research for this Task report also utilizes GIS technology. Subtask 2 uses 1990 census
and TIGER file line data in Maplnfo (GIS) to create maps for analysis of station locations
from the South Florida case study area. These maps are used to evaluate the relationship
between fixed guideway trans~ components and several socio-economic and demographic
variables in South Florida. Again, these specific variables are discussed in more detail in
Subtask 2.
Activities/Progress to Date
Efforts for this Task have followed several lines. First and foremost are the eight case
studies, since thl!$e comprise the bulk of the information used in the Task reports. These
case studies have provided the basic data from which the various sections of this report
draw. The second research activity has been the literature review. This effort has been
more significant for some of the subtasks, in particular Subtask 1. The

l~erature

review is

an ongoing aspect of the overall research.
In addition to the information made available by the case studies and literature review, this
Task also represents other efforts. Subtask 1, for example, includes the development of
a concept paper on the advantage$ and disadvantages of intermodal transit systems. The
concept paper provides theoretical background to analysis of intermodal systems and a
basic introduction for the findings from the case studies. Subtask 2 has also required
additional efforts beyond those in relation to the specific case studies. As mentioned, this
subtask includes an analysis of sta~on locations and discussion of location criteria for fixed
guideway systems. Therefore, maps were created in Maplnfo to allow a visual analysis of
station locations related to demographic and socio-economic data for South Florida.
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Planned Activities
The bulk of the remaining work for this task is related to the completion of the remaining
case study areas. Addrtional case studies will be completed in Year Three. In addrtion to
these data collection activities, the literature review process will continue. Regarding
individual subtasks, a choice from among the following additional research activities for
Task Four will be made at the beginning of Year Three:
•

Expand the topological discussion of intermodal networks to include an
analysis of one of the case study systems. This would include some
hypothetical node weightings representing transfer penalties.

•

Continue the GIS analysis of the South Florida case study, wherein the
optimal station locations on the network are devised using the
location/allocation component of the Transcad GIS.

•

Produce map overlays for at least two more systems (Atlanta and Los
Angeles) to allow evaluation of transit facilities' locations relative to
demographic and socio-economic variables.

These represent possible research activities in addrtion to the completion of the remaining
case studies. Clearly, the major research task remains the collection of data via the case
studies, as well as additional literature review.
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Technical Findings
SECTION2
Subtask 1: System Network Topology

Introduction
The overall goal of Task 4 is to examine how successful intermodal fixed guideway systems
are designed and planned. A fundamental element of integrated design is the network
configuration and the interactions between the different components of that network. From
this starting point, Subtask 1 takes an essentially topological view of the intermodal
network, many aspects of which can influence the relative success of the system. This
subtask report focuses on the nodes through which passengers travel for access to the
entire intermodal system and, specifically, how well those nodes function in that regard.
A further goal of this research, which comprises the first section of this interim report, is to
more thoroughly understand the nature and advantages of an intermodal approach to public
transit provision, as well as the ramifications and complexities of creating such a system.
This report is designed to first simplify the problem, then to consider the difficulties inherent
in providing an efficient intermodal system. This subtask report begins w~h a theoretical
discussion of the advantages and complexities of intermodalism in urban trans~. introduces
the difficulties raised by providing intermodal connections (still wrthin the theoretical
construct), then proceeds to raise questions which must be addressed by both future
research and the providers of trans~. Finally, the report offers examples from the case
studies to illustrate the extent to which intermodal systems are well integrated, particularly
from the standpoint of movement through the intermodal nodes or stations.

Theoretical Constructs
Graph Theory and Network Topology. A "healthy" transit system should provide adequate

(however that is measured) transportation for the transit dependent, while also offering
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enough flexibility or savings to attract the discretionary rider, thereby increasing overall
ridership and, hopefully, revenues. The question for this research becomes: of what use
is an intermodal approach in attaining this goal? The provision of public transport is
essentially a response to societal needs and social constructs and is inherently complex,
even disregarding the basic logistics of designing, maintaining, and operating a transit
system. Given this, His helpful to, at least temporarily, divorce ourselves from the complex
issues and attempt to simplify the issues Involved. Graph theory provides one set of tools
for such simplification, even for issues related to social needs. For instance, we can
examine the possible advantages of an intermodal approach to transit provision by first
asking the following questions:
•

Will intermodalism increase connectivity?

•

Will intermodalism increase accessibility?

We can define "connectivity" to mean "... the degree of interlinking of nodes by arcs in a
graph or network (Cole and King, 1968, p. 649)." Arcs connect nodes and can be referred
to as either edges or links, in the transit sense. Accessibility is related to connectivity, but
is not an interchangeable term, as it is generally used to refer to the "ease of movement
between places in an area (Cole and King, 1968, p. 645)". More specifically, His used here
to refer to the ease of movement between nodes on the network. For the purposes of this
discussion, we will focus first on connectivity and then discuss accessibility, since that is
what a transit system is designed to provide.
Figure 1 shows a graph representing a regional bus network. Graphs are differentiated
from networks in part by the fact that they do not Include flows over the edges or arcs
(because we are suing transit as an example of this type of network, we will refer here to
the edges as links). In the long run, it will be useful to consider flows, but we are simplifying
as much as possible here. The "bus routes" are considered to be links (edges) and the
stops, transfer points, and park-n-ride lots are considered nodes on the graph. This
topological representation does not include distance relationships, though we can "see" that
some routes are longer than others.

Again, the goal is simplicity.

The graph is

representative of a ''typical" bus system, in that it is essentially radial, with routes running
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into the central city. It is also regional, in that the separate towns also have routes running
(again, radially) into the regional center. The network may be efficient from the standpoint
of transit provision, but offers relatively few options for the transit user.
Figure 2 s hows a graph representing the rail network for the same hypothetical region.
Again, the edges represent the rail routes. while the nodes represent stops on the routes,
including nodes specially designated as park-n-ride lots. At this point, the differentiation
between regular nodes and park-n-ride nodes is only for visualization of the network and
has no bearing on any topological measurement of the network. This regional rail network,
including both commuter and intercity rail, offers another option for the transit user, but
when considered by Itself, is a sparse network. This is typically the real-life situation, given
the relative costs of providing rail transit versus bus transit. Once again, the rider is limited
in his or her ability to move around within the region. The transit dependent worker would
have to devise, within the constructs of the two separate transit networks, a way to move
through the region.
Figure 3 shows, conceptually, the advantages of considering the entire transit system,
rather than the separate modal networks previously discussed. In this case, the "new"
network is not the network devised by the transit rider finding his or her way from one mode
to another, but rather a network that is actually planned for and operated as an entity. The
intuitive advantages of considering the total transit system as a single network are easily
seen in this example, in that the overall network is more dense, providing more options and
opportunities for the transit user. The transit rider has the choice, for example, of riding a
train that might not be as direct a route as an available bus route, but might be faster or
more comfortable. The rail commuter, when the entire network is functioning seamlessly
has more obvious opportunities to switch to bus transit and, therefore, have more
accessibility to other portions of the region, once the end of the rail line is reached. The
new network incorporates the role of the automobile as well as bus and rail to provide a
fuller set of options for the transit user.
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While the intuitive advantages of the total system networ1< are easily seen graphically, they
can also be quantified, meaning that we can measure increases in connectivity brought
about by intennodalism and total networ1< approach to transit provision. Having set up this
discussion in the context of graph theory, we again draw upon that theory to answer our
earlier question: will an intennodal approach increase connectivity? First. it is important
to consider why increasing connectivity is useful. Basically, connectivity increases bring
with them more options for movement throughout the network. Increasing connectivity of
the networ1< is associated with greater ease of movement between places on the networ1<
and, according to the earlier definition, higher levels of accessibility. This is a worthwhile
goal for the transit provider, both in tenns of service to the transit dependent and the
attraction of the discretionary rider.
Many applications of graph theoretic measures are based on Kansky's (1963) work, which
provided an early and thorough discussion of networ1< measures, including those for
measuring connectivity.

For more infonnation on graph theoretic measures for

transportation studies see also Lowe and Moryadas (1975) and Taaffe and Gauthier (1973).
More recent applications of these measures to transportation studies include a study of the
emerging airline networ1< in Africa (Gaile, 1988).
There are several ways to measure the connectivity of a networ1<. Two simple and
commonly used measures of networ1< connectivity are Beta and Gamma. Beta is the ratio
of edges to vertices (or nodes). defined as:
Beta= ~
v
while Gamma is the ratio of edges in the networ1< to the total number of edges possible,
given the number of nodes or vertices in the networ1<. Gamma is defined as:

Gamma=

~

3(v-2)
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Both measures consider the ratio of the edges to the nodes, with increasing connectivity
arising from a higher ratio of edges (links, in the hypothetical example) to nodes and,
hence, indicated by a higher value. Table 1 shows the Beta and Gamma values for the
three hypothetical networks. Both measures show an increasing level of connectivity for
the "intermodai" network. Though Gamma shows an increase between the bus network
and the rail network, this is a reflection of the scarcity of stops (nodes) rather than the
fullness of the network.
While both measures show a higher degree of connectivity for the intermodal network, this
is best illustrated by considering another interpretation of the Gamma index. Gamma can
also be interpreted as the "percentage" of connectivity. Therefore, while the bus network
is 34 percent connected, the intermodal network is 40 percent connected. This simple,
hypothetical example shows that increases in connectivity occur simply by evaluating the
total network as opposed to separate network for each transit mode, thereby supporting the
intuitive conceptual advantages discussed above.

Table1
SELECTED CONNECTIVITY MEASURES FOR THE
HYPOTHETICAL NETWORKS

Beta

Gamma

Bus Network

1.0

.34

Rail Network

1.0

.39

lntermodal Networtc

1.2

.40

Networl< Type

SOurce:

KJ. ~. Sf'tl.(t(Nt (;( Tt~\WIOit ~: ~,vlon$1\ips ~
~Goom«/yolldRogioMJGh~..s(1963).
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This hypothetical example also raises questions about the use of connectivity as an
appropriate measure. If we now reconsider the earlier questions,

we can begin to more

fully understand the complexities of an intermodal system. Recall that the previously posed
questions were:
•

Will intermodalism increase connectivity?

•

Will intermodalism increase accessibility?

We have seen, using a simple example, how an intermodal approach can increase
connectivity. If we assume that connectivity can be used as a surrogate for accessibility,
we can also see how accessibility through the networ1< can increase with a truly interrnodal
approach to transit However, It is necessary to consider two aspects of this issue further.
First, we must consider the actual measurement of connectivity as an appropriate measure
for intermodal transit systems and possible alternatives.

Second, we must consider

whether intermodalism might bring with it less than advantageous circumstances as well.

Omnectivity in Transit Systems. Regarding the first issue, we have seen that connectivity
increases when the entire networ1< is considered and we have furthermore assumed an
increase in accessibility arising from that connectivity. However, we must acknowledge
that, for the majority of transit providers. simply Increasing connectivity may not be
desirable or possible (which is not to say that increasing accessibility is not desirable or
possible). When using standard connectivity measures for networ1< analysis, connectivity
increases as a result of increasing the number of edges (links) or decreasing the number
of nodes. For a network to be 100 percent connected, there would have to be a link
connecting each node in the networ1< to each other node. While this situation would be
impressive from the standpoint of the transit user, it is, in the real world, infeasible. Even
given the money to construct links between each node on the networ1<, physical constraints
rule out very high degrees of connectivity in urban transit networ1<s.
Clearly, adding links to increase connectivity and hence, accessibility, is feasible only up
to a certain point Given these constraints, the focus shifts to the nodes as providing the
best opportunities for increased accessibility over the intermodal network.
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From a

mathematical standpoint, connectivity can also increase by reducing the number of nodes
in relation to the edges or links. lllis makes little sense when you consider that the nodes
represent places that lie on the networ1<. and, in the case of trans~ networl<.s, are essentially
demand points that need to be served. lllerefore, accessibility in this case can be
measured more effectively in some other way than strictly in terms of connectivity. Again,
the focus is on the nodes at this point, as edges can only be added up to a certain point,
and nodes are unlikely to be dropped from the networ1<. (remember that the goal is to
improve movement or accessibility throughout the networl<....that is not going to happen if
nodes are dropped). Nodes take on added significance, both in terms of their location on
the networ1<. and, importantly, in terms of their functionality. By functionality, we need to
consider the type of function the node serves (e.g., is it a bus stop or is it a park-n-ride lot
at a rail station) in addition to how well ~ performs that function.
One way to assess the functionality of the nodes, still within the graph theoretic conceptual
framework, is to weight the nodes in relation to the total network. Weighting the nodes
allows consideration of an individual node's functionality and the effect which that individual
node's functionality, or lack thereof, has on the entire network. Weighting the nodes also
allows the network analyst to assess improvements or problems in the system, which is
essential to a system intent on providing seamless transit connections. Furthermore. a
node weighting method is flexible enough to use individual system performance measures
to be considered. For example, lhe weights can be assigned based on the amount of time
spent traveling through the node, the "ease" with which one can travel through the node,
the cost associated with traveling through the node, or any other conceivable performance
measure. We have now essentially moved from trying to show that intermodalism is "good"
to trying to understand how best to illustrate and evaluate a particular network in relation
to how "good" it is.
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One general approach to weighting the nodes in the intermodal networ1<. is through the use
of the Iota index put forth by Kansky (1963). Iota is given by:
Iota= M /W
where:
M = total mileage of the network
W =observed number of vertices (nodes) weighted by their function
This measure was intended to be used in terms of freight movement, where more "high
function" nodes meant more capacity through the system. However, the same theoretical
construct can be used to examine how passengers move through the system, particularly
when a node's functionality can include a measure of how well it functions.
Clearly, iota is a very flexible measure. For a given network, the numerator changes as a
result of any of the following changes:
•

links are added or deleted,

•

a different networ1<. measure is used (time versus distance, e.g.), or

•

the values for specific links change.

The denominator changes because:
•

nodes are added or deleted,

•

the functions of nodes may change,

•

weights are assigned for different purposes, or

•

"improvements" are made to a node or nodes.

II is really this last category that the transit provider or planner will need to focus on to
improve accessibility when working under other constraints.
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Table 2 shows one example of how iota can be used to evaluate nodes on a network.
Using the same hypothetical intennodal network shown earlier, several weighting schemes
were used to measure the iota value. The schemes include:
1)

Nodes not weighted at all- each assigned an equal value of 1.

2)

Nodes weighted according to function - all end nodes assigned a weight of
1, with other nodes' weights being the number of connecting edges
multiplied times 2.

3)

Nodes still weighted according to function - weights from scheme 2, plus
additional value for intennodal connections (e.g., park-n-ride lots).

4)

Nodes still weighted according to function - intennodal weights assigned
according to the number of modes connecting at the nodes.

Tabla 2
HYPOTHETICAL INTERMODAL NE1WORK
IOTA VALUES FOR ALTERNATIVE NOOE
WEIGHTING SCHEMES
to~

Scheme 1

.70

Scheme2

.18

Scheme 3

.16

Scheme4

.14

$~:

KJ. Kamky, Stluc:!ure of Tran$p01!'«/M Hetwot*.J.' ~'1'011-"\0t ~
N•twf)lt ~ f<l1dR09i0f!ef ~S*s (1i!G31.
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The resulting iota values shown in Table 2 are simply an indication of how the weighting
schemes themselves might be evaluated, not an analysis of the network or of specific
weights. Note that the value of iota drops as weights increase. It is conceivable that a
weighting scheme could be devised wherein the values increase with increasing
functionality. The iota values are decreasing in this example because of increasingly
sophisticated weighting schemes, with higher weights attached to higher function nodes.
Clearly, to evaluate a network and its nodes in this fashion, the weighting schemes must
be devised in the beginning. VVhatever scheme is chosen, the matter of interpretation is
largely one of common sense, though understanding degrees of (quantifoed) improvement
would require additional calibration.

Once a particular weighting scheme is chosen,

whether in relation to a specific performance measure of functionality, or in relation to
general function, changes in the iota value would then indicate improvements or lack of
improvement In the system.

Transfer Penanies. The concept of weighting the nodes according to their function and/or
functionality brings up the second major set of issues that must be considered. Though this
theoretical discussion has thus far illustrated the advantages of an intermodal approach,
it is also necessary to consider the disadvantage of intermodalism. This disadvantage is
evident from the previous discussion of the importance of the nodes' functions and
functionality in improving accessibility over the system. The implication of that discussion
is that the nodes must function as smoothly or as seamlessly as possible to improve
movement through the network. Indirectly, that translates to encouraging more use of the
network and leads further to a point that is well recognized within the literature: that there
are "penalties" associated with transferring from one mode to another or even within the
same mode. The penaHies reflect the desire on the part of riders not to have to transfer.
By transferring, the act of riding transit becomes more onerous and less likely to occur for
discretionary riders. These penalties, however they are measured, are a fact of life for an
intermodal system. Furthermore, the relative importance of the nodes on the network
(versus the edges) and the many possible weighting methods for those nodes implies that
some penalties may be higher than others.
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Much of the literature related to transfer penalties has been in the realm of general travel
behavior models, but the concepts are equally important from the perspective of the
intermodal transit planner. Most transit operators and planners agree that the perception
of inconvenience caused by transfers and the need to transfer discourage people from
using transit modes (Stuart, 1995). There Is a consensus that time spent on transferring
is more onerous than in-vehicle travel time, and even more onerous than other forms of outof-vehicle time, such as walking (Brand, 1989). The theoretical rationale for such a high
value placed on transfer time is that this represents relatively unproductive time which is
often spent in an unprotected environment, and is typically of uncertain duration, even
where service schedules are known in advance (Pickrell, 1989). All of this is potentially
even more significant when the transfer between modes is considered, which usually
requires overcoming even more inertia than transferring between vehicles of the same
mode. From the standpoint of the previous discussion on node weighting, it can be seen
that a node serves a higher function if it serves more than one mode, yet there is likely a
perception of more inertia to be overcome by transferring between modes.
This is not to say that transferring is necessarily all bad. David Phraner, Director of Transit
Operations of the New York Port Authority, stated, in a conversation with one of the authors
(February, 1995), that riders on the local bus often voluntarily transfer to the express bus
to minimize travel time. In Washington, D.C. some commuters ride in the direction away
from their final destination in the morning, then transfer to the right train just to get a seat
(Pratt, 1995). In both these instances, it is clear that some other factor overcame any
reluctance to transfer, e.g. travel time or comfort. When chosen voluntarily (and offering
some advantage), transfers can provide added convenience and can improve travel
efficiency. In these types of cases, the transfer is a result of the rider exercising options,
the likelihood of which typically improve in an intermodal approach to transit operations, as
was shown in the previous discussion.
A number of studies have attempted to determine the relative importance of the transfer to
potential transit riders. Many of these studies ranked various factors affecting the travel
behavior or mode choice of the traveler (Gustafson. Curd, and Golob, 1971 ; Golob. Canty,
Gustafson, and Viti, 1972; Horowitz, 1994). Gustafson et at (1971)in Horowitz (1994)
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evaluated more than 30 factors and their rankings indicate that time savings are generally
more important than fare savings. Several of the factors can be related to the transfer or
waiting time. These factors, along with their rank {out of 32 factors), include:
•

No transfer trip {ranked number 3, following "arriving when planned" and
''having a sear}.

•

Weather protection at pick-up (ranked number 5).

•

Less wait time (ranked number 6).

•

Choice of pick-up time (ranked number 7).

•

Less walk to pick-up {ranked number 10).

•

Direct route {ranked number 12).

•

Easy fare paying (ranked number 13).

For the intenmodal transit planner, these ranked factors indicate that the transfer is quite
important to the passenger, both from the standpoint of not wanting to transfer (number 3)
and from the standpoint of how easy that transfer is (the other factors listed). II should be
emphasized that these rankings depend on the level of service experienced by those
interviewed (Golob, Canty, Gustafson, and Vitt, 1972). Not all of the ranked factors are
directly related to transferring, but those factors having to do with the beginning or end of
the trip are also quite important to the intermodal planner, in that it is clear that these factors
can affect the overall impression of ease of use of the transit system. This is even more
important when more than one mode Is in use. By implication, if the other factors are welladdressed by the intenmodal system then that can help to overcome the fact that people
simply don't like to transfer.
While it is clear that improving transit ridership requires eliminating (difficult in an lntermodal
system) or minimizing the transfer penalty, there is very little research directly quantifying
the impact of the transfer penalty on transit ridership. The difficulty of measuring the
transfer penalty impact or reflecting it in model structure was encountered by well known
researchers in early studies. For example MacFadden and Reid (1975) tried to forecast
aggregate travel demand from disaggregate behavior models. Their model included one
socioeconomic variable (income), one transportation variable (cost difference), and four
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mixed variables defined by the after-tax wage for in-vehicle time, walk, inHial wait, and
transfer wait times. The probit coefficient of transfer wait time and initial wait time were
relatively significant, while the coefficient for walk time was not.

Without further

examination, the authors combined all walk, inHial waH, and transfer wait time ("second"
waH time) into one variable: out-of-vehicle time, thereby suppressing the opportunity for a
promising transfer penalty study.
A number of mode Choice studies have considered the value of time savings and estimates
of time and cost elasticHies (Pratt, 1979). Among these models, the role of comfort and
convenience was always referred to as an important factor but rarely incorporated as
transportation policy-oriented variables (Alger, Hansen, and Tegner, 1975). Umited by data
availability and in lieu of collecting real time waiting data, most of the models assumed that
waiting time was equal to one half of the headway. Few models differentiated between
walking, waning, or transferring time. When the transfer factor was included, it was often
combined with excess time, egress/ingress time, or general out-of-vehicle time (Kavak and
Demetsky, 1975). There are few sources of detailed data or studies concerning the transfer
time alone, particularly not for intermodal transfers. Those transfer studies which have
been conducted can be loosely grouped into two categories: econometric models and
psychological scaling studies. While H is beyond the scope of this report to discuss these
types of models in detail, some of the major findings of those studies are worth reporting.
The role of waiting time and transit comfort first appeared in research conducted in
Stockholm (Alger, Hansen, and Tegner, 1975). Their model included variables to measure
travel comfort and convenience, with the most important comfort variables being "number
of transfers" and "chance of getting a seaf'. Since the transfer times were not explicitly
recorded, the coefficient for number of transfers was used as a surrogate for the value of
transfer inconvenience. By comparing different assumptions about the arrival patterns of
transH riders at transit stations, the authors devised upper and lower limits on the value of
waning time occurring during transfers. It was assumed that the range between these limits
is a function of the distribution of the transit frequencies on the transit network under
consideration (Alger, Hansen, and Tegner, 1975). In other words, a highly developed
transit system with higher service frequencies should reveal little variation in waiting time
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values, whereas a system with low frequencies will have a larger range between the upper
and lower limits. In addition, it was found that, among all of the inter and intra modal
transfers, the bus to bus transfer was valued higher than the average transfer value.
The implication of this study is exactly as we theorized eartier in this report. That by
offering more options, including higher service frequencies, the rider imposes less of a
penalty on the transfer and on transit usage in general. In fact, a 1993 survey of riders of
the Metrolink system in Los Angeles showed that 64 percent of those surveyed say that
their use of Metrolink would increase with increased service frequencies (Facts
Consolidated, 1993). Granted, for the purposes of increasing ridership, it would be helpful
to know whether increased service frequency would attract

new

riders, but there is an

assumption that such increases would occur. Moreover, the riders state that the trip would
be

easier

with higher service frequencies. Though this is not explicitly stated. the same

ease of use arising from higher frequency could also lead

to easier and less time

consuming transfers, thus reducing the transfer penalty and, in the long run, increasing
ridership.
Another transfer penalty study conducted in Taipei (Han, 1987) focused on route choice
rather than mode choice, since bus transit is the most important public transportation mode
and accounts for 40 percent of the total daily passenger trips in the metropolitan area. This
study collected real time data on walking, wailing, and in-vehicle time for 327 transit riders.
Again, the wait time for transferring was not differentiated from the overall wait time, though
the inconvenience of a transfer was taken into account. Han (1987) found that the disutility
of one bus transfer was perceived to be equivalent to 30 minutes in-vehicle time and that
the value of wait time is three times the value of in-bus travel time. This suggests that
transit planners may have consistently underestimated the transfer penalties to bus riders,
and an optimal network should be more connected than previously thought (Han, 1987).
This study focused on buses and the derived penalties are not easily replicable in the North
American context due to incomparable transit densities, but it is clear that transfer penalties
do exist. It is up to the transit planner to attempt to reduce those penalties, particularly in
an intermodal system, where the potential for more options is there and should not be
''wasted~'.
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Other studies have used psychological scaling techniques to attempt to derive estimates
of both penalties and value of time. Horowitz (1978) applied psychological scaling to
transfers in the Chicago area. Using Chicago residents In a laboratory setting, the
respondents were asked to rate the time spent on a series of common urban trips. Among
these trips were several trans~ trips that varied according to duration, number of transfers,
transfer time, waiting time, need to wait, and seat availability. Respondents were asked
to rate a series of "comparative" trips against a single "standard" trip for which a numerical
value had previously been established. Worse trips rated higher on the scale. In this
fashion, transit trips which are identical in all but one element can be compared and the
subjective value associated with that element can be isolated.
Results from the study indicated that, all other things being equal, respondents were
indifferent between equal duration trips for automobiles and buses (Horowitz, 1978),
indicating that minutes of travel time are valued essentially the same, regardless of mode.
Furthermore, it was found that the first five minutes of a wait are valued higher than either
the second or the third frve minutes of wait time. The author concluded that the
requirement for a transfer represents a subjective value equivalent to 13 minutes of riding
for a 45 minute trip and 8.4 minutes of riding on a 30 minute trip. Further calculations
indicated that the "penalized" travel time more than doubles when a transfer is required.
While this seems very high, there are some important elements to be considered from
these findings. First, it is clear that the simple need to transfer is seen as more onerous
than the amount of time ~ takes to transfer. While the need to transfer is a necessary evil
of an intermodal transit system, it is even more apparent that this perception needs to be
overcome and dealt with as well as possible.
Horow~

(1981) conducted a follow-up study to determine if a time-independent transfer

penalty could be derived from an evaluation of actual trips. Findings from this study
reinforce the ear1ier findings in that it was concluded that any transfer, regardless of
duration, greatly reduces satisfaction with bus transit travel. Furthermore, long transfer
times are associated with relatively low satisfaction and, finally, the time independent
transfer penalty is large relative to penalties associated with transfer time, the exact degree
of that penalty is not clear.
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Studies which have attempted to more specifically determine transfer penalties for home
based work trips have varied on their results, partially as a result of variation in
methodology. As compiled by Charles River Associates (1989), a number of cities' models
have incorporated the transferring wait time including Chicago, Dallas/Fort Worth, Detroit,
Honolulu, Houston, Portland, Seattle, the Twin Cities, and Washington, D.C. Only the
Honolulu model included the independent transfer penalty in the mode spl~ equations.
Though it is generally agreed that transfer times are weighted higher than In-vehicle time,
the ratio of these weights varies greatly, depending on whether a separate transfer penalty
was used.

As concluded by Brand (1989), studies that omit transfer penalties can

overestimate the value of out-of-vehicle time, particularly when the independent transfer
time penalty is omitted. While many models have attempted to derive the independent
transfer penalty, the lack of consistency and consensus in terms of value range might be
another reason that these values are not widely applied.
In terms of intermodal transfers, early studies (Alger et al, 1975) indicate that the monetary
value and time equivalency of the intermodal transfers varied even more than the previously
discussed independent transfer penalties. Since most of these values were derived from
the Stockholm study, there is no way to ascertain the validity of these ranges in other
settings.
One of the difficulties in measuring the transfer penalty lies in the dispute over how many
components are associated with the transfer. Some argue that the two components
include the act of changing from one vehicle to another, which is separate from the other
component. waiting time (Brand, 1989; Horowitz, 1981). Horowitz (1994) calculated the
transfer penalty independently from the waiting time and found that, depending on the
conditions encountened, the penalty ranges from 0 to 32 minutes. Others argue that the
transfer penalty is reflected by the time it takes to complete the transfer (Stopher, 1995).
When the transfer time approaches zero, the transfer penalty diminishes (Aigers et al,
1975). The previously discussed findings indicate that there is a strong penalty associated
simply with transferring, supporting the first argument. The magnitude of that penalty
probably varies according to variables such as overall trip time, comfort. convenience, etc.
While there are strong arguments for both sides, the dispute remains unsettled since no
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zero transfer penalty situation could be observed. From the standpoint of an intermodal
system, the argument that there are actually separate components of the transfer penalty
suggests that there are ways to lessen the penalty.
This brings us back to the original question, though now with more complex issues
introduced. Will intermodalism help in terms of transit systems' ability to attract and better
serve customers? From the previous discussions of both the theoretical advantages of
intermodalism and the more practical disadvantages, there is clearly the potential for
improvement under an intermodal, truly system-wide (or region-wide) approach to transij.
lntermodalism provides more opportunijies and a richer, denser network for the transij user.
Travelers are more likely to take advantage of a system with more opportunities, whether
those opportunijies come in the form of more frequent service or more routes, access
points, or modes. However, travelers are also discouraged by the need to transfer, whether
that transfer occurs between modes or between vehicles of the same mode.
This "discouragement" means that the nodes represent not just demand points on the
network, but also obstacles to free movement over the network. In an intermodal system,
it is difficult to eliminate the nodes or transfer points (we can broaden the concept of
transfer point to include any nodes of ingress or egress to the system, since each involves
waiting time and fare provision, etc.). Given this, it is essential that the nodes operate as
efficiently as possible. Simply put, the nodes (stations, stops, etc.) must be designed and
operated in such a way as to provide necessary connections within the system while also
restricting, as little as possible, freedom of movement through the system . There is an
inherent penalty associated with transferring and that penalty must be reduced as much as
possible. Transit planners in U.S. Metropolijan areas with guideway systems are faced with
this task (though it is not necessarily couched in those terms). This has been approached
more successfully in some areas than others, as will be discussed below.
What types of elements must be considered in terms of movement through the nodes?
Design standards for stations and stops should include consideration for the comfort of the
patron (this is discussed elsewhere). Also, the connections between modes and vehicles
should be as easy as possible. This means attention must be paid to reduction of wait time
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through more frequent service (if possible), reduction of walking distance between
intennodal ingress and egress, ease of fare payment or transfer use between modes,
reliable and oonvenient information availability for other modes' oonnections, and the oost
of transfers.
lntermodal Connections In Practice

While the first portion of this report established the problem in a theoretical sense, this
section focuses on specific examples of how systems are implementing intennodalism from
the standpoint of creating a "seamless" system. This seaion focuses on the nodes, or on
the ease of transfer through the nodes of the intermodal system. It attempts to answer the
questions: if the nodes are so important, then how are they being planned and operated
in reality, and what are the difficuhies in moving people through the system? This section
of the report offers examples from the case study urban trans~ systems that focus on three
aspects of the intermodal system and easy transfers through the nodes: the degree of
oonnectedness of the network, the importance of providing automobile access as one form
of intermodal oonnection, and the importance of providing service and transfer information
to passengers. It should be noted that another important aspect of the ease of movement
through the nodes is in terms of how the transfers and fare payments are made but, sense
this is the focus of another subtask, this will be mentioned here only briefty. Each of the
above characteristics represents just one element in the "functionality" of nodes on the
intennodal network.

lntermodal Connections. One of the first aspects that must be considered for the
intennodal network is the actual number and form of oonnections available to the
passenger. The previous discussion about the intermodal network structure and the
importance of the nodes on the network makes some very important points. First, if the
intermodal network is to indeed offer advantages, there must be sufficient connections
between the modes to allow a denser network (in the same way that the hypothetical
network discussed earlier provided higher degrees of connectivity). In the terms used
earlier, this means that there must be some "higher order" nodes on the network, which
offer higher functional levels. Second, the conneaions between the modes at these higher
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function nodes must be as fluid as possible. In other words, the functionality of the these
higher order nodes must also be high to attract and maintain usage. This section of the
report looks briefly at the "higher function" nodes in tenns of the connections offered in the
case study networks.
The degree of intennodal connectedness (note that this is different from the connectivity
discussed in the theoretical section of this report) varies from system to system. This
variance is due to a variety of factors, but clearly is related to the overall size of the urban
area and its network as well as the number of different operators and options available.
The types of possible intennodal connections range from rail to rail connections. requiring
high capital investment, to pedestrian access to transit, which can be quite simple, but
should also be well thought out. This section focuses on rail to rail and rail to "other transit"
connections. Rail to automobile connections are discussed in a separate section because
of the special significance of those connections. This section looks simply at the available
connections, with some attention to the physical "ease" of those connections.
The case study intennodal networks offer a range of levels of intennodal connections. Most
of the intennodal systems have many connections available, but also have at least one
focal point for the intermodal network. Sometimes that focal point or node is a planned
node or development and sometimes it is not. For example, the previously mentioned Los
Angeles Union Station is designed as the focal intennodal node for the overall system. On
the other hand. the Market Street Corridor in San Francisco is an area where major
intennodal connections occur, but is not a planned intennodal node development (CUTR,
1995e). The Los Angeles Union Station offers direct access to all Metrolink routes. Amtrak
intercity trains and intercity buses, other local bus transit, and the Metro Red Line subway
(which provides indirect access to the Metro Blue Line light rail route to Long Beach)
(CUTR, 1995b). As such, Union Station is planned as an intennodal node. with special
attention to the ease of access between the modes. Union Station also creates a focal
point for pedestrian access to nearby areas. When all intermodal connections at Union
Station are complete, a bus mall (connected to the dedicated El Monte Busway) will allow
easy access to rail platfonns in an attractive setting. During construction these connections
are more difficult, as passengers coming off of some of the Metrolink trains must walk to
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the oppos~e end of the platform to gain access to the interior of Union Station. The Metro
Red Line station is located on a lower level at the other, older end of the station, which
means that those passengers transferring between the bus mall and the Red Une will have
a longer walk than those transferring e~er to or from the Metrolink commuter rail lines.
However, access to the Red Une is easy, clean, and attractive.
The Atlanta MARTA rail system also has a high function intermodal node at the Five Points
station (CUTR, 1995a). Here, the two main MARTA rail lines converge at a common
transfer point w~ the shorter Bankhead-King Memorial line, as well as w~h 25 MARTA bus
lines. Connections between the rail lines are underground, with separate platform levels
connected by stairs, escalators, and elevators. A concourse level has a transit information
center and a store for buying passes and tokens (CUTR, 1995a). The station also has a
special passageway connecting to Underground Atlanta for shopping and restaurant
access. The Five Points station, then, represents a high function node ~h three rail lines,
25 bus lines, and pedestrian access as well.
In Southeast Florida, there is one connection point between the Tri-Rail commuter rail
system and the Metrorail urban heavy rail system. This single station serves as the transfer
point for commuters moving between the two rail systems. Approximately 1,100 people
transfer from Metrorailto Tri-railthrough this station during an average weekday (CUTR.
19951). The Metrorail station is elevated above the street level Tri-Rail station, with access
provided by stairs, escalators, and elevators. Fare policies allow Tri-Railticket holders a
free transfer to Metro rail (fare policy and fare technology are discussed in more detail in
another section of this task report) and, during peak congestion times. turnstiles or gates
are opened by attendants to allow unconstrained movement between trains. This points
out an interesting adaptation. Many of the case study systems use barrier free fare
technology, allowing easy movement between trains or modes. However, in this instance,
where the technology used is not barrier free, a simple adjustment has been made which
allows more freedom of movement when it is most important -- during rush times.
Other important intermodal nodes on the Southeast Florida networ1< include the two stations
connecting Metrorail to the Metromover people mover system operating in downtown Miami
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(CUTR, 19951). These two stations provide an interesting contrast in terms of the design
of intermodal nodes. The Government Center station is a bi-level station, with the Metrorail
station buiH above the Metromover station and stairs and escalators connecting each to a
mezzanine. Here again, turnstiles are in place to control access and fare payment (though
transfers are free from Metrorail to Metromover). The Brickell station is not a bi-level
station. The Metromover station is located to the southeast of the Metrorail station,
requiring the transferring passenger to walk down from the Metrorail station and across to
the Metromover. This·configuration is less convenient and, thus far, transfer activity at the
station is less tihan at the Government Center station (CUTR, 19951). In tenns of the major
intermodal nodes already discussed for other case study systems, all incorporate bi-level
configurations except for Los Angeles Union Station. There, the Metro Red Line subway
is located at a lower level, which is slightly removed from the rest of the slation, while the
other train platforms are located along a concourse. While Union Station passengers might
benefit from a more centralized configuration, that is also a historical station which must
incorporate many of the original design constraints.
The major intermodal nodes for the Los Angeles, Atlanta, and, to a lesser extent, Miami
networks represent planned attempts to develop major high function intermodal nodes. The
San Francisco network offers a major intermodal focal point that is not a planned
development (CUTR, 1995e). The Market Street Corridor, spanning approximately two
miles from the Ferry Building to the Civic Center BART/Muni station offers an array of
intermodal connections including four bi-level BART/Muni stations, ferry boats linking San
Francisco to Marin, Alameda, and Napa counties, 26 Muni motor and trolley bus routes
operating on the surface of the corridor, several express buses terminating in the corridor,
as well as Amtrak buses running to the Ferry building, and three cable car lines terminating
at Market Street. Surface streetcars will operate on Market street beginning in late 1995
(CUTR, 1995e). While the connections between these various modes are not as integrated
as some of the other intermodal facilities already discussed, they represent " ... a diversity
of transit modes, operations and transfer opportunities probably unequalled (sic) in North
America (CUTR, 1g95e, p. 85)."
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These examples of major intermodal nodes on the case study networks do not tell the
whole intennodal story. While much effort can be expended planning and designing those
major nodes, there are also other connection points which serve as higher o(!:ler nodes over
the intermodal network, though they are not such extreme focal points.

From the

standpoint of the earlier theoretical discussion, these also serve as higher order nodes
which would be weighted differently from other nodes because they serve an intermodal
function. For example, while Los Angeles' Union Station is the highest order node, there
are a total of 64 rail stations on the intermodal network (CUTR, 1995b). Of these. 37 have
parking facilnies (discussed in the next section) and 55 have connections to "other transit",
i.e. bus lines. Furthermore, the Metro Red Line subway connects to the Metro Blue Line
light rail system which will, eventually connect to the Green Line, scheduled to run between
Norwalk and El Segundo. All of these connection points become more important over the
intermodal network because they serve higher functions as transfer points and, as such,
need to offer higher functionality as well.
In South Florida, besides the stations already mentioned which allow rail to rail transfers,
there are many which have other intermodal connections. Of the 15 Tri-Rail stations, 5 are
shared with Amtrak lntercijy trains, 14 include parking lots, and 12 have bus feeder routes.
The remaining three stations serve regular fixed route bus lines (CUTR, 19951).
Furthermore, 17 of the 21 Metrorail stations have parking and each station is served by at
least one bus route. Those stations that offer rail connections, auto connections, and bus
connections serve higher functions on the intermodal network. In San Francisco, rail to rail
intermodal connections include 5 stations connecting BART to Muni light rail, and one
connection between Caltrain commuter rail and the Santa Clara County light rail system in
San Jose (CUTR, 1995e). However, of the 107 rail stations in the San Francisco Bay area,
95 have direct connections to "other transit", typically bus transn. Finally, as was previously
mentioned, BART does have a station located near to the Ferry Building, which allows easy
access to ferry operations. In fact, in this system, the most difficult intermodallinkage is
probably that between the Caltrain commuter rail lines and other rail operations in San
Francisco. The location of the Caltrain terminal (discussed in another section of this Task
report) is removed from the center of the intermodal activity and is somewhat more difficult
to access, especially for those unfamiliar with the system or those carrying loads, etc.
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Another case study system represents an evolving system which has yet to provide many
connections between the modes.

New Orleans can be considered an example of

intermodallsm as "a work in progress· (CUTR, 1995c). Current connections between
modes are minimal. The two streetcar lines in place do not connect at all, while the
Riverfron1line offers one bus transfer point and the St. Charles line has seven bus transfer
points. The Riverfron1 bus transfer point Is physically removed from the rail stop and
requires several blocks' walk. The New Orleans Union Passenger Terminal, which serves
Amtrak and Greyhound is not currently connected to the streetcar system, but is about four
blocks away. However, the planned Canal Street Corridor Project will provide linkages
between the streetcar lines and a possible light rail link to the airport.
The previous discussion extends the concept of some nodes on the network being higher
order or higher function nodes. Those serving more modes will, of necessity, become more
cen1ral to the network. In terms of the earlier theoretical discussion, these nodes might be
weighted more heavily (depending on the chosen weighting scheme). On the other hand,
the degree to which these nodes provide easy connections between modes is also
paramount to the efficient implementation of an intermodal network. The following two
sections address just a couple of the elements of providing easy connections, though the
following section expands the intermodal connection discussion to focus specifically on the
role of the automobile in a successful intermodal network.

Automobile Access/Parking. One element of the successful integrated intermodal system
is how well that system addresses the automobile as a component of the overall system.
For example, the Los Angeles transit network includes Metrolink commuter rail, inter-urban
service offered by Amtrak, the Blue Line light rail line to Long Beach, the Red Line heavy
rail subway system in downtown Los Angeles, and numerous bus operators. Even with all
of these examples of transit opportuntlies, it is essential that the intermodai system not
ignore the automobile, particularly in an automobile oriented society (a society which is
epitomized by the Los Angeles region). Our earlier hypothetical regional transit network
included park-n-ride lots as "higher function nodes", indicating that they serve an important
purpose within the overall network. That importance is demonstrated in the Los Angeles
intermodal network by the fact that 77 percent of the Metrolink commuter rail patrons drive
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alone to the Metrollnk stations (this does not include kiss-n-ride patrons) (Facts
Consolidated, 1993).
Los Angeles serves as the prototypical automobile-oriented city, but other U.S. cities that
have grown rapidly during the automobile era face the same restraints Imposed by the
reliance on cars. In Miami, for example, 48 percent of Tri-Rail commuter rail patrons gain
access to stations by car, while 26 percent of the Metrorail users do so (CUTR, 1995f).
In San Francisco, a 1989 rider survey found that 45 percent of Caltrain commuter line riders
drove alone to the train station. while BART data indicate a figure of 38 percent for riders
from the East Bay (CUTR, 1995e). As expected, Los Angeles residents seem most
attached to the automobile as a source of access to transit, but clearly, this phenomenon
is not limited to Los Angeles. Generally, if inadequate provision is made for those using
their car for commuter connections, they are less likely to ride trans~.
Within the Los Angeles system some rail trans~ lines that have been more amenable to
car drivers than others. This arises, in part, from a recogn~ion on the part of transit
providers of the importance of park-n-ride lots. The Southern California Regional Rail
Authority (SCRRA), responsible for the Metrolink commuter rail system, requires each
station coming on line to provide a minimum number of parking spaces if possible. For
example, the Santa Clarita station on the Santa Clarita Metrolink line has made very good
provisions for parl<-n-ride patrons, though, interestingly, Santa Clarita has also been
relatively successful at getting patrons to ride the bus to the Metrolink station (Figure 4).
The Santa Clarita station has on-s~e parking faciiHies and is also able to expand its parking
capacity in times of heavy station use. Specifically, an agreement with a neighboring
speedway allowed the speedway parking lot to be used during the transportation
emergency created by the January, 1994 earthquake. Parking is free (as it is for the Miami
Tri-Rail commuter trains) and the lots are clean, attractive (for parking lots), well lighted,
and promote a feeling of security.
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Figure 4
Park-n-Ride Lot as Santa Clarita Metrolink Station

At the other end of the spectrum is the Metro Blue Une light rail running between downtown
Los Angeles and downtown Long Beach (CUTR, 1995b). While this line is well-designed
and has been relatively successful, it has had to play catch-up in the realm of providing
amenities to park-n-ride commuters. Blue Line plans did not include park-n-ride lots at
several of the stations situated between L.A. and Long Beach (those stations running
through south central L.A., e.g.).

Furthermore, planners in Long Beach apparently

deliberately sought to downplay the role that park-n-ride commuters would play in the
success of the Blue Une. Due to fears that the local street network could not handle
additional traffic, there was an attempt to discourage transit users from driving into Long
Beach to catch the Blue Une. Therefore, relatively few park-n-ride spaces were made
available. However, as shown in Figure 5, commuters began to park along the sides of
roads adjacent to stations.
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Figure 5
Lack of Park-n-Ride Space Leads to On-Street Parking at Blue Line Station

A similar situation exists in Atlanta, where a MARTA station without parking facilities is
located in a suburban center where parking is available along streets and in other off-street
lots (CUTR, t995a). In the Atlanta case, sufficient parking exists outside the purview of the
station, whereas in Long Beach, as a result of the unexpected (or unsought) demand for
parking, plans are currently underway to build more park-n-rlde spaces, including a covered
parking garage to accommodate commuters in Long Beach.
In the Long Beach case, an attempt to avert one anticipated problem (increased traffic) led
to problems which now must be dealt with retroactively. A similar s~uation arose in Miami
with the Tri-Rail commuter rail system (CUTR, 19951). In that case, original plans for
parking were inadequate due, in part, to the fact that Tri-Rail originated from attempts at
congestion

m~igation.

Inadequate parking at several of the Tri-Rail stations resulted in the

Metro Dade Trans~ Authority recently opening an additional parking garage (the 2000
space garage is already operating close to capacity). As these two examples show, for
those urban areas intent on implementing an intermodal system, ~ is necessary to integrate
the role of the automobile in the planning stages in order to help make the overall system
successful. Furthermore, planners should consider the consequences (both financially and
politically) of having to go back and provide service once the network is already in place.
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In some instances, this connection between automobile interface and successful intermodal
systems is less clear, due eijher to the uniqueness of the urban situation or the specific
location of the stations within the urban area. For example, Portland's MAX light rail system
currently serves 30 stations, only 5 of which have parking available (CUTR, 1995d).
Parking is planned for several other stations, but will not be offered at all in the two
innermost fare zones of the MAX system. There are several reasons why, in this instance,
the system can have a relatively high level of success. First, Portland has the advantage
(from the standpoint of the transit promoter) of a public mindset that is more or less
favorable toward public transit, in part due to an environmentally conscious populace and
also an urban history that includes early implementation of planning and land use
constraints.
Secondly, those zones where no parking will be offered are the zones in which it is unlikely
that a commuter would be driving lo gain access to the system anyway. These zones are
in the downtown area and in an area where access by car and parking provision would be
difficuH due to the buitt environment. A similar snuation is seen in the San Francisco region,
where parking is available at outlying systems' stations, but no parking is offered at the
Muni light rail stops (CUTR, 1995e). The Muni system runs in downtown San Francisco
and it Is unlikely that the average rider needs parking at the stops themselves. However,
parking facilities at Bart and Caltrain stations are seen as more important with Bart offering
parking at 21 of its 34 stations and Caltrain offering parking at 23 out of the 34 stations
(CUTR, 1995e). In Atlanta, 24 out of the 33 MARTA rail station have parking available. Of
the 9 stations without parking, 7 are located in downtown Atlanta and the Midtown station
offers only 10 spaces (CUTR, 1995a).

Information Dissemination. While providing an adequate interface between automobile and
transit is one way to improve intermodal connections, it is also necessary to provide
sufficient information to the transit user as to his or her intermodal transn options. Potential
transit users can be discouraged by the realny or even the perception of inadequate
information about service schedules and connections. Even seasoned transit users can
experience frustration when trying to swnch between modes. Simply put, the intermodal
transit operators should make the connections between the modes as easily understood
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as possible. There should be no mystery about making intermodal connections, nor should
there be any perception of mystery.
The method of information dissemination can be technologically advanced, as in
computerized, real-time displays of connections, or can be simple, as in the provision of
printed hard-copy transfer and routing schedules. For example, BART stations serving
more than one line have electronic signs indicating which train is entering the station next.
Los Angeles' Union Station has an electronic board providing information about arriving and
departing trains for both Amtrak and the Metrolink commuter rail system. A similar
electronic board is offered for bus passengers In Portland's transit mall, but only provides
information about bus connections (CUTR, 1995d). This form of information is not the most
technologically advanced, but does offer a centrally located, easily understood method of
dissemination. On the other hand, the Union Station board provides no information on any
of the other modes connecting at the Station. That Is left to the staffers at information
windows which or to racks of printed bus schedules for those who want to transfer to one
of the many bus routes running out of Union Station. The information windows for the
various operators in Union Station are not located in direct proximity to one another. While
this is not much of a problem for the average traveler, it can pose difficulties for the
unseasoned traveler or those dealing with heavy baggage or who find walking and standing
difficult. In terms of the bus schedule racks, these are a perfectly acceptable way to offer
information, but, during one visit in the middle of the day to Union Station, these racks were
almost empty (Figures 6 and 7). In this case, while the information dissemination method
is useful in theory, the realized potential of that method suffers in practice.
Los Angeles' Union Station also offers examples of the most basic type of information:
signage. Signage is especially important in large, intermodal connection points like Union
Station because of the multitude of modes and routes operating out of a single station.
Union Station's signage ranges in usefulness, though there are no significant problems.
For the passenger departing from Metrolink or Amtrak trains and wanting to find the Metro
Red Line subway or ticket information for another carrier, for example, the signs are
sufficient for travelers familiar to the system, but could be better for the unseasoned
traveler. For commuters, this should not present a problem unless some potential users
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Figure 6
Bus lnfonnation In LA. Station
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Figure 7
Bus lnfonnation In L.A. Station

are scared off by the perception of difficulty. In terms of the Metro Red Line subway,
information is readily available once the passenger has descended to the lower level
(which requires some vigilance to find on the part of the unfamiliar traveler). Once in the
Red Line area, signage is clear and ticket machines are easily accessible. Furthermore.
maps of the route and the stations themselves are particularly useful. Electronic signs
provide an indication of the arrival of the next train. This is interesting, but the schedules
posted in the station provide sufficient and clear information. At individual stations, the Red
Line includes signs with "blow·up" maps of the area surrounding the station. This is very
useful to the passenger who is unfamiliar with the area (tourists, for example). The
passenger can get a feel for the direction to take out of the station before they are actually
on the street
Union Station offers an example of a high profile, at1ractive intermodal node on a large and
still emerging network where the ability of the transit user to easily switch from one mode
to another might be hampered by the way in which information is or is not disseminated.
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Other examples show how even the simple approaches to information dissemination can
be helpful when applied appropriately. In the Miami area, for example, schedules for the
Tri-Rail commuter rail system, as well as bus connection schedules, are offered at the
Douglas Road Metrorall heavy rail station, a major intermodal transfer point (CUTR, 19951).
In that way, it is possible for the commuter rail passenger to check connections before
leaving the station, or conversely, to peruse the schedule in relative comfort while riding.
This eliminates the stress of arriving at an intermodal transfer point and having to decipher
schedules while trains or buses are actually arriving and departing.
In Atlanta, all MARTA rail stations offer transit information (CUTR, 1995a) in the form of
area maps, train schedules, and connecting bus lists. Furthermore, the Five Points MARTA
station, which serves as the focal point of the intermodal network, offers a transit
information center on its concourse level, which is manned and offers all of the above forms
of information as well as bus schedules for all routes and sales of passes and tokens in
bulk. This is possible, in part, because the transit network is almost totally under the control
of a single agency (trains at one MARTA station connect to Cobb County Transit buses),
therefore allowing centralized information dissemination. Contrast this with the need to deal
with several different agencies (located at different windows in the terminal) at los Angeles'
Union Station, for example, and it is easy to see how the larger, more decentralized
systems have a greater difficulty in some respects. While a large system such as that
found in los Angeles or San Francisco offer, on the one hand, the potential for a denser
network, they also bring with them inter-agency related complexities that run the gamut
from planning and operations to simply providing information.
These examples highlight an important aspect of designing intermodal transit networks:
if the passenger perceives that it is difficult to figure out transfers, then the "penalty"
associated with that transfer is likely to be higher. This discussion has focused on the
availability of connections between modes for the case study systems, as well as some
aspects of how easy that connection is. This is not a comprehensive listing of the elements
that make up a convenient transfer, but instead represents some of the most important
aspects of devising an integrated intermodal system, particularly with respect to the
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previous theoretical discussion of the adVantages and disadVantages of intermodal
systems.
Subtask 2: Station Location Criteria and Efficiency

Introduction
The previous examples have focused on the ease with which transfers are made in terms
of provision of automobile access, information, and the availability of access to other
modes. Another element of the overall network that must be considered is the efficiency
of station locations. The previous discussion focused on the functions of the nodes and
some elements of the functionality of the nodes. Those nodes, or stations, are transfer
points between the modes and routes of the same mode and they are demand points for
access to the network. Therefore, the location of the nodes on the network and in relation
to the urban area through which the network runs is vital to a successful intermodal
network.

Constraints to optimality
Station locations, and the affects of those locations, are significant in an intermodal system
for two main reasons. The first, and most obvious, reason is that they serve as access
points to the system and must be located appropriately for access to major origin and
destination points In the urban area. Secondly, stations and entire routes are often located
for reasons other than efficiency or optimality. Particularly in built up urban areas or in
cases where existing or historic lines are used, the stations are located according to factors
other than optimality. Political divisiveness, financial constraints, environmental obstacles,
lack of adequate land, inertia, or neighborhood opposition can derail (!) plans for individual
optimal station locations.
Given these constraints, "optimality" becomes an interesting concept. On one hand,
optimality can be defined strictly in terms of stations' locations relative to demand points on
the network (wherein they would be located so as to minimize distance traveled for access
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by the most users). On the other hand, the loc:ation selected for an essentially public facility
such as a transit station or route must also consider equity issues. Transit must serve the
transit dependent as well as the discretionary rider, implying that a station's location relative
to specific transit dependent demand points could be used to determine optimality. This
is particularly important in cities such as Miami or Los Angeles, where equity issues have
been raised concerning the amount of public spending on rail versus bus. In these cases,
rail transit is seen as catering to a wealthier and smaller population, while bus service
serves a larger population, but is provided with less money and fewer service increases.
In theory, some combination of these considerations should be considered optimal.
However, in practical terms, and given the previously mentioned constraints faced by transit
planners, "optimality" may instead be defined according to finding the location that best
serves the purpose while minimizing related problems, thereby becoming a "satisfactory"
location.
In terms of major intermodal stations as high function nodes on the network, the situation
in San Francisco offers an example of the importance of good location, versus a
satisfactory location. As was mentioned previously, the focal point of the intermodal system
in San Francisco is the Market Street Corridor (CUTR, 1995e). This does not represent a
single node on the network, but a series of closely tied nodes which, together, provide many
intermodal opportunities. Missing from this intermodal focal point, however, is the Caltrain
commuter rail system. The CaHrain terminal is located 3/4 mile away from the combined
BART/Muni station at Powell Street. Bus service provides access to the Caltrain terminal,
but the intermodal connections are not good, particularly for passengers who are in a hurry
or having to carry luggage.

Several solutions to this problem have been proposed,

including a surface extension of the Muni light rail line to the Caltrain terminal, which could
begin operation as early as 1997. An alternative proposal is to relocate the Caltrain
terminal, clearly an expensive undertaking. Given constraints imposed by the surrounding
urban environment, a move to the Embarcadero BART/Muni station (approximately 2 1/2
miles from the existing Caltrain terminal), will require underground trackage and an
underground station. While either of these alternatives will require heavy investment, the
potential for improvement of the transit network is great, since the current location is
detrimental to the overall intermodal network.
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Several examples from the case study urban areas demonstrate further how outside
influences affect station locations and, In some cases, affect the efficiency of the station on
the intermodal networl<. The Metro Blue Line light rail runs between downtown Los Angeles
and downtown Long Beach. An official with Long Beach Transit has described the station
location and planning process for the Blue Line as a series of give and take discussions
among a variety of interested parties. Included in discussions at various times in the
planning process were homeowners, business leaders and representatives of Long Beach
Trans~ and the Los Angeles Metropolitan Transit Authority, which operates the Blue Line.

The inclusion of these groups was in recognition of the political aspects of providing rail
transit.
Inclusion in the planning process of these groups, with their different interests, resulted in

at least one station site being abandoned. It was originally intended that a Blue Line station
be located at the historic Cerritos station building, a station on the old Red Car line between
Long Beach and Los Angeles early in this century. However, homeowners in an adjoining
wealthy neighborhood, fearing noise and other negative impacts, raised opposition which
resulted in the demolition of Cerritos station and construction of the Wardlow station further
south along the Blue Line. Since this, increased ridership and a lack of land for expanded
parking facil~ies at Wardlow station has raised demand for a new station located, ironically,
near the original Cerritos station site. However, concerns that the "new" (old?) site may not
be environmentally feasible because of oil wells and potential contamination. This single
station location choice provides an example where historical precedence (inertia), citizen
opposition, land availability problems and environmental concerns have affected the s~e
decision.
Another instance where citizen opposition affected a station location is in the Metrorail
system in Miami. As mentioned in a previous section, the Brickell station on Miami's
Metrorail line is an intermodal transfer point to the Metromover people mover (CUTR,
19951). The original plan was for the Metromover to run along SW 1Oth Street, but property
owners and the City of Miami opposed that alignment, resulting in the alignment along SW
11th Street. further to the south. The result is an interrnodal transfer station with an
inconvenient transfer. The original intent was to provide a bi-level station with easy
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connections between the light rail and the people mover, but the actual configuration
requires a transferring passenger to descend from the Metrorail station, cross to the
Metromover station and then climb to the station. In this instance, changing the station
location created a less efficient intermodal transfer point. Surveys have shown that this
station has low transfer activity when compared with the Government Center transfer
station (CUTR, 19951), though the effect of the station relocation and resulting reconfiguration is not definitive.
While citizen or homeowner opposition can force site changes, other groups might
encourage a specific stte for other political or financial reasons. In Santa Clarita, a town on
the Metrolink commuter route running from the high desert into Los Angeles, one local
developer applied pressure to locate a station in a suboptimal location. While not located
close to existing demand points, the intent on the part of the developer was to encourage
development on land already owned by the developer. This is obviously not without
precedent, since many trolley lines built during the late 19th and early 20th century were
built at the behest of real estate speculators, who benefited from the increased access. In
this case, the station was not located on the develope(s land even though the proposal
included land for the station.
From the standpoint of the total network, there may actually be no specific method or set
of criteria for locating individual transit facilities. For example, the Southam California
Regional Rail Authority (SCRRA), which operates the Metrolink commuter rail system in the
Los Angeles region, does not have specific guidelines by which station locations are
selected. Rather, municipalities along the routes (the routes reflecting existing lines to a
great extent) must ask for and be willing and able to fund stations. Once an agreement is
reached on whether a station will be placed in a municipality, the actual station location
decision depends on a variety of localized factors. The SCRRA offers a set of guidelines
for designing the stations, but the location decision is up to the municipal planners, with
input from SCRRA.
While the specific station location situation in the previous example requires agreements
between the transit agency and the municipality, it is often the case that no specific method
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for site location is used. For older systems, in particular, it is difficult to reconstruct how
actual site decisions were made. For example, the Peninsula Joint Powers Agency, which
provides service between San Francisco and San Jose, uses lines and stations that date
from the 1880s (CUTR, 1995e). Station locations were chosen to develop new town sites
or they followed new, emerging settlement nodes. For newer, heavy rail systems (MARTA,
e.g.), proximity to major arterials and local highways have been important selection criteria
for station locations. However, even in newer systems. historical precedence can be
important (for example, the attempt to use the Red Car station in Long Beach, discussed
above). Many systems rely on existing lines to begin service, such as the Metrolink system
in Los Angeles, which made extensive use of the ability to acquire existing line and right-of·
way from freight companies. Along the same lines, a proposed five line light rail commuter
system in Tampa, Florida is under discussion only because a relatively low cost approach,
using existing trackage, Is possible. In that case, the existing lines run through high
demand areas, though construction of new lines would allow better alignment through high
density areas.
An important point to consider is that once station and route decisions are made, they
continue to affect locations for years to come. This has been the case in the past and it will
likely continue to be the case. There are two main reasons for this "inertia". First, the cost
of developing and constructing new lines is prohibitive, as in the Tampa situation or, for that
matter, the Metrolink service in Los Angeles, where the timely opportunity to acquire
trackage and right-of-way from freight operators allowed the project to go forward.
Secondly, development patterns emerge in part from transportation improvements,
including rail. This is certainly evident in the Los Angeles region, where many bedroom
communities flourished during the early part of this centuJY as a result of the Pacific Electric
Red Car rail service to Los Angeles (Crump, 1978). The Red Car lines affected the urban
development pattern of the Los Angeles region. Given the chicken and egg argument
concerning the ties between development and transportation, it is likely that most station
location decisions reinforce the existing development patterns if they affect them at all and,
furthermore, that current location decision, which utilize existing lines or stations, will in fact
be serving major demand points, barring large-scale changes in land use.
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South Florida Station Locations. Having discussed the many external influences on

location decisions in guideway trans~. this section of the report examines the South Florida
intermodal network from the standpoint of station locations and geographic accessibility to
the network. The discussion centers on a simple analysis of the efficiency of the locations,
but also raises equity issues.
The South Florida system covers Palm Beach, Broward, and Dade Counties and includes
the Tri-Rail commuter rail, Metrorail, and Metromover people mover, as well as fixed route
and feeder buses. Shaw (1991) has examined accessibility to the Tri-Rail system in
Broward County. That analysis used buffers in a GIS to determine the level of accessibility
at both origin and destination ends by automobile and feeder buses. That study concluded
that, for the Broward County stations, automobile access (which is most important at the
home end of the trip) was sufficient in that most of the portions of the study area were within
20 minutes of a station. This was deemed sufficient because earlier surveys had shown
that 80 percent of Tri-Rail riders traveled 20 minutes or less to their station (Shaw, 1991;
Shaw, 1989).
Bus service, on the other hand, provided less accessibility on the work end of the trip. By
assuming a 25 minute maximal bus travel time from Tri-Rail, it was found that slightly less
than 35 percent of Broward County employees had access, by direct bus route, to Tri-Rail
(Shaw, 1991 ). By considering both fiXed route and feeder bus service, with the same time
constraint, approximately 39 percent of Broward County employees had access to Tri-Rail
under the existing feeder bus and trans~ route structure (Shaw, 1991 ). The study points
out that feeder bus service is more popular with Tri-Rail users because of shorter wait
times, hence easier transfer between the modes. The study also proposed an alternate
feeder system that would increase the number of employees "covered" by 20 percent.
The above Tri-Rail study completed raises some interesting issues. As Shaw (1991) points
out, the preponderance of riders using automobiles for access to Tri-Rail at the home end
of the trip supports the necessity to provide more.parking access. This is in keeping with
the earlier discussion of automobile access to intermodal systems. However, the study also
points out that accessibility for those without automobiles is not good. If most of the
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populace of Broward County is within a 20 minute automobile ride to Tri-Rail, what about
those who do not have access to automobiles? This Is particularly important In that the bus
service evaluation was not as conclusive in terms of easy accessibility .. Shaw (1991)

suggests identifying areas with low auto ownership levels and providing trans", but it was
already shown that trans" does not provide as much accessibility even at the work end of
the trip.
To gain a better understanding of the location of Transit facilities in South Florida, a series
of maps was created in the Maplnfo GIS. These maps were created using TIGER line files
and 1990 census data. The data were mapped at the census tract level and overlays were
created in the GIS for the following variables:
•

Population Density

•

Median Income

•

Households Wrth No Vehicles

•

Households Wrth One Vehicle

The demographic and socio-economic overlays were compared with overlays for the major
fixed guideway systems in South Florida to evaluate station and route locations.

Maps

were created for both the Tri-Rail commuter rail line and the Metrorail system. Because of
the broad geographic extent of the Tri-Rail line, separate maps were created for the
Metrorailline. Note also that the Metromover people mover line in downtown Miami is not
specifically Included. This line runs through the downtown area and a demographic
analysis of the station locations would not prove useful. In the future, an analysis of
surrounding land use and employment pockets would prove more useful.
Figure 8 shows the Tri-Rail system in relation to population density over the three county
region of Broward, Palm Beach, and Dade counties. Population dens"y is an important
indicator of potential trans" ridership (CUTR, 1994). However, the nature of commuter rail,
in that it connects outlying, suburban areas to more centrally located, urban areas, is that
stations have a higher likelihood of being located in relatively low-density areas.
Furthermore, the high cost and other locational constraints (particularly land availability)
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previously discussed can also discourage station locations in high density areas. This is
the case for Tri-Rail, which was buiH using existing trackage In lower density areas. Of the
fifteen Tri-Rail stations shown in Figure 8, only two are located in census tracts which fall
into the highest density category (J700 to 31,4000 persons per square mile). An additional
four stations are located in or very near tracts which fall into the second highest density
category (5500 to 7700 persons per square mile). The remaining nine Tri-Rail stations are
located in tracts with relatively low population density. It is Important to note that this three
county region has relatively low population density overall, with Dade County having the
highest density (J ,538 persons per square mile is the average tract level density), and Palm
Beach County having the lowest density (1 ,989 persons per square mile is the average tract
level density) (CUTR, 1994).
For comparison, Figure 9 shows population density surrounding Metrorail stations in Dade
County. Metrorail serves a much more urbanized area than does Tri-Rail. Of the twenty·
one Metrorail stations, all but seven are located in (or immediately adjacent to) tracts of the
highest density category. Four of the remaining seven are located in tracts falling into the
second highest density category. The lowest density stations are those serving the area
south of downtown Miami, an area with lower population densities overall. From the
standpoint of strict population density (and overall demand), Metrorail stations appear to
be better located with respect to population densities than are Tri-Rail stations. On the
other hand, commuter rail lines such as Tri-Rail are, by their nature more likely to run
through lower density, suburban areas. Also, as mentioned, other constraints, both fiscal
and environmental, can inhibit locations based solely on population densities.
One question for Tri-Rail then becomes whether locating more stations in higher density
areas would increase ridership? Much is made about the demographics and higher socioeconomic status of the average commuter rail rider in U.S. metropolitan areas, and these
station locations might best serve the riding populace. This is particularly true given that
the commuter rail lines are mostly funneling passengers between the suburbs and
downtown locations. The socio-economic status of downtown workers is generally higher
than that of typical transit riders. This situation gives rise, in part, to the ongoing debate
about the equity of providing funding for rail transit serving the wealthier discretionary rider
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versus funding for bus service for the transit dependent. The demographics of the
commuter rider could be significantly different if stations are located strictly according to
density. While other criteria should also be considered, density does provide the proximity
to attract riders. However, proximity is a relative condition. As was stated eartier in relation
to Broward County, most of the population of Broward County is within a 20 minute ride of
a station (Shaw, 1991). This might provide proximity for the person who drives to a station
(though that's not an insignificant drive in ~self), but does not mean much for the rider who
has no car).
Clearty, there are other variables that can be used to evaluate station locations, particularly
when equity issues and service for the discretionary rider versus the transit dependent rider
are considered. Figures 10 and 11 show the median incomes of areas surrounding both
Tri-Rail and Metroraillines. For Metrorail stations, the pattern is basically the reverse of the
density pattem. The majority of the stations which were located in higher density tracts are
also located in or adjacent to lower and lower-middle income tracts. For the most part, the
stations located in lower density areas to the south of downtown Miami are serving higher
income areas. In this instance, Metrorail is serving (at least from the geographic
standpoint, if not from the ridership standpoint) both groups of riders. Those stations
located in tracts ~h high densities and lower incomes offer efficiency from the standpoint
of offering service to large numbers of people and are also offering service to people who
are more likely to be trans~ dependent.
In the southern portion of the Metrorailline. the densities are lower and the incomes are
higher. Here. it is less likely that the trans~ dependent are being served (at least from the
home end of the trip), but densities are still high enough, theoretically, to warrant service.
For the Tri-Rail stations, the situation is less clear cut. As shown in Figure 10, the majority
of Tri-Rail stations are located in or adjacent to tracts With median incomes above $20,000.
From the standpoint of service for the transit dependent, number of cars in the household
should also be evaluated. Figures 12 and 13 show the percentage of households, by tract,
with no cars for Tri-Rail and Metrorail, respectively. Of the fifteen Tri-Rail stations, seven
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are located in or adjacent to tracts with 15 to 40 percent of the households being cartess.
Furthermore, as shown in Figure 14, a majority of Tri-Rail stations are located in tracts with
a high percentage of one car households. However, without knowing the household size
and age characteristics of these tracts, it would be premature to assume that these
represented transit dependent households. Either way, Tri-Rail stations are, at least at the
broad geographic scale of census tracts, located well with respect to zero car households
and fair1y well with respect to low income households. Given that the majority of Tri-Rail
riders drive from their homes to Tri-Rail stations, it appears that the geographic relationship
between stations and tracts with a high percentage of zero car households is better than
ridership from these households would indicate.
For Metrorail, the situation is much the same. As shown in Figure 13, thirteen of the
twenty-one stations are located in or adjacent to tracts with relatively high percentages of
zero car households. Eleven are in or adjacent to tracts whose percentage of zero car
households range from 40 to 100 percent (the top two categories used). This is in keeping
with the ear1ier discussion of Metrorail stations in relation to density and median household
income, wherein most of the stations are located in higher density tracts with lower
incomes. These characteristics are logically related to more zero car households. As also
expected, those stations located further south along the route, in the lower density, higher
income areas, also are located in tracts with lower percentages of zero car households.
However, even in those areas, no Metrorail stations are located in tracts with the lowest
category of zero car households (0 to 5 percent), though one station is located adjacent to
such a tract. Strictly from the standpoint of geographic proximity at the census tract level,
Metrorail stations are well located with respect to potential transit dependent households,
as measured by percentage of zero car households in the tract. The degree to which these
stations are actually accessible to the transit dependent in these areas depends, in part,
on how well other transit modes connect to these stations. This is discussed in more detail
elsewhere and is a point which should be considered further in future research.
This section of the task report serves as an introduction to basic issues related to station
location. In many instances, stations locations are the result of compromises brought about
by outside influences, such as land availability, land costs, existing land use and trackage,
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neighborhood opposition, and political or economic concerns.

Examples of these

influences have been given in relation to the case studies, including the South Florida case
study. Evaluation of the South Florida station locations with respect to several important
variables indicates that, at the census tract level, stations are located well, both in terms of
proximity to population concentrations and potential transit dependent riders.

Future

research should look more closely at the interrelationships between these variables and
station locations and should be conducted at a smaller geographic scale . Furthermore, a
more detailed study of accessibility via other transit modes would prove useful.
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Subtask 3: Coordination of Multimodal Planning
Introduction

Fixed guideway systems are not planned and built in a vacuum. A metropolitan area's
decision to invest in fixed guideway is generally driven by a desire to improve the current
transportation system and provide a more attractive alternative to the single-occupant
automobile. Yet cities for which fixed guideway is a reasonable aHemative generally have
an extensive bus network in place, and may have other fixed guideway modes as well. At
the network level, there should be an explicit recognition of the need for coordination of
planning for the two (or more) transit modes.
One potential problem with transit planning is that it tends to be organized in modal fashion,
and there is not always good communication between rail and bus planners. The planning
for a new fixed guideway facility can be so involved with a myriad of details that connections
with the existing bus system receive less attention than they should.
The problem to be addressed in this particular subtask is the potential reliance on narrow
modal approaches to planning and operation of an interrnodal transit network. The concept
of interrnodallsm will be applied on three levels, recognizing that these levels are closely
interconnected:
•

fixed guideway to fixed guideway (e.g., commuter rail to heavy rail);

•

fixed guideway to other transit (generally the existing bus network);

•

fixed guideway to automobile (e.g., park and ride lots).

The purposes of this research are to reveal factors that affect intermodal connectivity for
new/extended fixed guideway systems, and to assess their ultimate relevance in terms of
how the overall transit network functions after the guideway system is operational. Factors
may include the timing of intermodal considerations in system planning, the nature of the
existing bus network and the extent to which it was restructured to serve the new fixed
guideway, transit agency organization, and political influences in the planning process.
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System ridership, transfer activity between modes, and the degree of community
acceptance are all considered in determining how the transit networ1< functions after the
new fixed guideway system is in place.
A review of the case studies completed to date reveals that no single metropolitan area has
achieved the perfect formula to maximize the intermodai aspects of its transit network.
Each area has strong points and weak points in the planning and implementation of new
fixed guideway systems and associated intermodal facilities. The findings from the case
studies suggest that the following factors are most relevant in contributing to a cohesive
public transportation networ1<:
•

fare policies and structures;

•

location of the new fixed guideway system in relation to the existing bus
routes;

•

convenience;

•

extent of bus networ1< restructuring to serve fixed guideway;

•

automobile access to fixed guideway;

•

transit agency organization and interagency cooperation;

•

local policy considerations.

This subtask report is organized into sections addressing each one of these relevant
factors. Some of the factors are addressed more fully in other subtasks of this task, or in
other tasks of this study. In cases such as these, a brief description of the most germane
elements is provided here, and the reader is referred to other task or subtask reports.

Fare Policies and Structures
The area of fare policy is discussed more fully in Subtask 4 (Facilitating Convenient
Transfers) of this task report. Subtask 4 addresses the contributions made by fare policies
to the desired community perception of transit as an integrated whole within a given
metropolitan area.
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Two relevant points regarding fare policy deserve elaboration here. The first is that
coordination of fare policies does not mean that all agencies will have identical policies. A
clear example of this can be - n in any metropolitan area with commuter rail service. All
commuter rail lines in the Un~ed States now have a zonal fare structure, whereas many bus
systems charge a flat fare. This difference is a function of the variations in trip lengths on
commuter rail as opposed to local bus, and is perfectly logical. It may be useful for transit
agencies to coordinate fare policies on issues such as age (or height) qualifications for
reduced or free fares, but even then there may be historical reasons for differences among
agencies.
The second point addresses the role of fare policy in the perception of transit as an
integrated whole within the metropolitan area. The concept of "seamless" transportation
has gained in interest and popularity in recent years, particularly since the passage of
ISTEA. In terms of fares, a •seamless" system is one in which a user pays once in order
to have access to all modes operated by a specific trans~ agency, and in some cases to
other modes as well. A Metrolink monthly commuter rail pass , for example, permits free
transfers to the Metro Red line at Union Station in downtown Los Angeles. In Portland, TriMet's light rail ticket is good on all bus lines as well, as long as the passenger boards within
one hour and 45 minutes of purchase.
MARTA in Atlanta is generally regarded as an excellent example of seamless
transportation. Not only are transfers between rail and bus free. but several stations are
configured to

penn~

buses to enter the fare control area and pick up and discharge

passengers. No transfer or farecard needs to be shown at these locations, thus making it
as convenient as possible for passengers. This is sometimes known as the Theme Park
policy: the passenger pays one admission and is then welcome to ride any transit mode.
MOTA in Dade County (South Florida) takes a different approach, requiring a 25 cent
charge for transfers between Metrorail and Metrobus. This approach, which is the more
traditional policy among muttimodal systems in the United States, does not make a clear
identification of the bus and rail systems as one integrated networl<. MOTA personnel,
however, argue that their system is exactly like Atlanta's: the same price is charged for a
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bus/rail transfer as for a bus/bus transfer. A transfer charge should not be interpreted as
discouraging multimodal usage when ~ is standard for the bus system, brings in a small but
steady source of revenue, and helps to control fare evasion and transfer misuse.
A major demonstration project is underway in the San Francisco Bay Area to establish a
universal ticket good on all trans~ systems in the metropol~ region. The Translink project
is bringing agencies on line one at a time, and so far appears to be successful. With the
rapid pace of developments in farecard technology, it is likely that Translink is the wave of
the future in metropolitan areas served by more than one transit mode or agency.

Location of Fixed Guideway in Relation to the Existing Bus Network
Fixed guideway systems are sometimes located opportunistically along existing freight
right-of-way. The San Diego Trolley is the best-known example of this phenomenon. Tri·
Rail in South Florida, the first new commuter rail line in the United States in over 20 years
at the time of its start-up in 1989, operates on existing CSX freight tracks that have been
upgraded to accommodate commuter rail. A similar arrangement is in effect for Metrolink
commuter rail in Los Angeles. Subway lines such as BART in the central business districts
of the Bay Area and the Red Line in Los Angeles are not constrained by use of existing
lines.
The impact of fixed guideway location on multimodal planning is in part, related to the
industrial land use prevalent in proximity to freight rights-of-way. A fixed guideway system
operating in such an area is more dependent than usual on intermodal connections to bring
passengers to and from ~s stations, because industrial land use is generally not supportive
of transit. There are exceptions to this rule, however. The south portion of MOTA's
Metrorailline follows freight rail right-of-way that parallels the South Dixie Highway (U.S.
1}, a major transportation corridor in southem Dade County. Thus, the south line occupies
a central location in the region, is readily accessible, and operates where residents are
accustomed to travel.
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Passenger Convenience

Subtask 4 of this task report takes up the issue of convenience from a policy perspective
as it relates to intermodal transfers. In this section, site planning considerations that can
maximize the integration of separate modes are addressed.
The rule in older fixed guideway systems was that the bus stopped on the street near a
staircase up or down to the rail station. Special provisions to ease connections were the
exception, atthough major intermodal centers such as commuter and intercity rail stations
and ferry terminals would have a variety of modes under one roof or at one site. The typical
rail/bus connection was on the street and functioned as a regular bus stop, only with
considerably more activity.
Among the case study metropolitan areas, New Orleans is an example of an older fixed
guideway system with no special attention given to intermodal linkages. Each of the
streetcar lines (St. Charles Avenue and Riverfront) operates as a separate entity, with no
direct linkage between the two lines. There are seven bus transfer locations along the St.
Charles Avenue line and one bus transfer location along the Riverfront line. These transfer
locations represent very informal modal linkages, with no conventional platforms, stations
or parking facilities provided at the sites where the two modes meet. RTA's plans for New
Orleans are intended to promote intermodalism by increasing and improving connections
among the streetcar lines, including the proposed new Canal Street line. and between
streetcars and buses.
Newer fixed guideway systems have given greater attention to intermodal connections,
espedally with feeder bus routes. The Lenox station on MARTA's system is one example
of a seamless connection within the fare control area itselt, a passenger never has to leave
the station to transfer to a bus.

Off-street bus bays have been established at key

intermodal stations, such as the Gateway station in Portland and the Douglas Road station
in Miami. The Banfield light-rail line Is at grade at Gateway, and the bus bays are at the
outer periphery of the rail platforms.

At Douglas Road, Metrorait is elevated, but

passengers descending a short flight of stairs can gain ready access to each of the seven
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bus routes serving the station immediately outside the fare control area. Many BART
stations have an intermodal interface similar to the Douglas Road station in Miami, while
Sacramento's light rail stations often feature an interface similar to Tri-Met's Gateway.
These off-street bus bays generally have a canopy to sheHer passengers in bad weather.
Miami and Portland both have examples of less desirable intermodal connections. At TriMet's Coliseum station, for example, bus routes operate on adjacent city streets and
transfers between modes involve use of sidewalks and crossing of roadways with vehicular
traffic. Several Metrorail stations do not feature off-street bus bays, but instead use regular
on-street bus stops for intermodal transfers. This suggests that the driving force behind
good intermodal site design is not the trans" agency's or local planning department's
awareness of the desirabil"v of fostering intermodal connections, since good and bad
examples exist within a single system. The street network at a particular station location
and, perhaps most importantly, the availability and affordability of land to construct an offstreet facil"v appear to be the determining factors. The land affordability issue explains why
new off-street facilities are not constructed in central business districts, where the cost of
land tends to be prohibitive.
Off-street bus bays are generally more convenient in terms of bringing the two modes as
close together as possible and thus minimizing walk distance for transferring passengers.
There are certain advantages to on-street bus stops, however.

In many locations,

newsstands and stores catering to waiting passengers have sprung up at major intermodal
sites. These stores serve a dual function of making the wait for a bus more pleasant and
providing sheHer from inclement weather. Commercial activ"v on the street attracts other
pedestrians and can create a safer environment than an off-street facility at a station in the
midst of a large parking lot. With good directional signage and passenger amenities, onstreet bus stops can rival off-street intermodal facilities in terms of passenger convenience.
Connections among fixed guideway systems are also important. The case studies provide
examples of good and bad designs, in terms of passenger convenience and ease of
understanding and use. At Union Station in Los Angeles, the connection between Metrolink
commuter rail trains and the Red Line is direct. On the other hand, in San Francisco the
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CaiTrain commuter rail tenninalls 1.5 miles east of downtown San Francisco, with no direct
connection to BART, Muni Metro or cable cars.
In Dade County, there are two stations that serve both Metrorail and Metromover, the
downtown people-mover system. Government Center features a direct and logical
connection. The Metrorail station (center platform) is located two levels above the
Metromover station with side platforms, and access between the two is via
escalators/staircases and an intermediate mezzanine level (where passengers transferring
from Metrorail to Metromover select the appropriate staircase for the inner or the outer
loop).

Brickell Station is designed differently, with the new Metromover station

approximately one block to the south of the Metrorail station. Transferring passengers must
first descend almost to street level, and then go back up to the desired platfonn. The
Brickell Metromover station was opened in 1994 as part of the Metromover south leg
extension, and thus is not as familiar as the Government Center facility. Nevertheless, the
overwhelming majority of transfers continue to take place at Government Center,
suggesting that the less direct connection at Brickell may be discouraging transfer activity.
In summary, passenger convenience is an important factor in encouraging intermodal
transit usage. MARTA's Lenox and Tri-Met's Gateway stations are excellent examples of
designs that maximize transfer convenience. San Francisco's isolated CaiTrain station is
an example of a location that discourages intermodal use. Transit and planning agencies
are well aware of the importance of proximity and passenger amenities at intermodal
centers, but are limited by site factors and the unavailability or unaffordability of land. With
good planning, however, on-street facilities can be attractive and can serve to encourage
intermodal use.

Extent of Bus Network Restructuring to Serve Fixed Guideway
As noted in the introduction to this subtask, fixed guideway systems are not planned and
built in a vacuum, but are optimally designed as a component of an overall public
transportation network. Generally, there is an existing and reasonably extensive bus
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network, and there may also be other fixed guideway modes. The bus network may be
radial or grid in nature, but is structured to serve the same central locations as served by
the new fixed guideway systems. The extent to which the bus and fixed guideway modes
complement each other within a given metropolitan area has been suggested as a major
factor contributing to the success of fiXed guideway systems.
At the extremes, there are two ways to plan for the bus network to serve a new fixed
guideway service. The first is to reorient all bus routes as feeders to the fixed guideway
route; the second is to do nothing to the bus network, assuming that fixed guideway will find
its own market.

Both options are unrealistic.

The first treats the two modes as

interchangeable and thus ignores the different travel needs met by bus and fixed guideway
systems, while the second ignores reality. The options are presented in their starkest form
to illuminate the dilemmas faced by transit agencies implementing new fixed guideway
systems. The goal is to take maximum advantage of each mode's functional strengths
while ensuring a whole, integrated public transportation system. In theory, this is relatively
straightforward, but in practice agencies have struggled with avoiding duplicative services
while maintaining mobility at all levels within a metropolitan area.
The bus network typically serves shorter trips while a fixed guideway service serves
intermediate (heavynight rail) or long (commuter rail) trips. Fixed guideway networks tend
to be regional in nature (although not necessarily at first), while bus networks are local.
Along with greater average travel distances, fixed guideway systems operate at higher
speeds, because the exclusive guideway right-of-way allows fiXed guideway vehicles to
avoid traffic congestion. The most logical alternative for a metropolitan area is to design
a fixed guideway system to serve intermediate and long trips, while allowing the bus
network to focus on shorter trips. This alternative allows each mode to do what it does
best.
The problem arises with the exceptions to this general rule. Express bus routes serve
regional markets, and Los Angeles particularly has some very long bus routes that carry
as many passengers as fixed guideway systems elsewhere.

Some forms of fixed

guideway, such as Dade County's downtown people-mover, excel at short trips through
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congested central business districts. Light rail systems do not necessarily avoid traffic
congestion along joint rights-of-way. Historical travel patterns and local condHions can and
do complicate dedsions regarding bus networ1< restructuring to serve new fixed guideway
systems. Grid systems that provide coverage at reasonable headways to all or most
neighborhoods wHhin a transit agency's service area may require fewer route adjustments
than radial systems oriented, like the new fixed guideway system, to the central business
district.
Changes to the bus networ1< have been implemented In conjunction with virtually all new
fixed guideway systems. The only exception to this statement, due to its specialized
tourist/convention orientation, is the Riverfront streetcar line in New Orleans. The case
studies to date suggest that the extent of the bus networ1< reorganization is related to a
number of factors, including:
•

type of fixed guideway system;

•

type of bus network (radial or grid);

•

demand within a given corridor;

•

location within the metropolitan area.

Type of Fixed Guideway System. As a general rule, restructuring of the bus networ1< is
more extensive for heavy rail systems than for light rail systems. The exclusive right-of-way
and higher operating speeds for heavy rail permit greater travel time savings for heavy rail,
whereas light-rail systems operating on surface streets in central business districts are
subject to traffic delay.
Travel time savings is a useful measure for transit agencies to use when making decisions
on rerouting or truncating speafic routes. If a trip can be made more quickly by taking a
feeder bus and the fixed guideway system than by the bus routing prior to the opening of
the fixed guideway, then that route is an obvious candidate for rerouting. Calculations such
as these must take into account the time required to transfer and the wait time for the
second leg of the trip. In the case of rail systems, passengers may be willing to sacrifice
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a WIN minutes of travel time in order to enjoy the enhanced amenities of rail in comparison
to bus.
Light-rail systems that operate In mixed traffic will usually supplant existing bus routes
within the same corridor. As discussed below, this is not always the case for heavy rail
systems.
Commuter rail lines are regional in nature, and tend not to replace existing bus routes.
Stations along the lines become important as intermodal points. Feeder bus service and
pari<. and ride lots are both needed at stations. Downtown commuter rail stations often rely
on other fixed guideway systems to serve as downtown distributors, as in Los Angeles.
Commuter rail stations are increasingly c~ed as potential major intennodal centers as the
transit networl<. expands.

The generally dense downtown bus network also carries

commuter rail passengers to their final destinations. San Francisco's CalTrain station does
not connect with other fixed guideway transit, and CaiTrain passengers must rely on buses,
jitneys, trains or walking to reach their downtown destination.
Tri-Rail, the commuter rail line in South Ronda, presents an interesting example of how a
new fixed guideway mode can fit into the existing transit networl<.. Tri-Rail began operation
as a temporary traffic mitigation measure during the reconstruction of 1-95 in Dade, Broward
and Palm Beach Counties. Tri-Rail uses existing CSX freight tracks located to the west of
1-95, away from the downtown areas. The location of this rail line meant that providing
access in the forms of feeder bus lines and parl<.-and-ride lots was vital to ensuring that
intending passengers could get where they needed to go. The local transit agencies did
not want to disrupt their bus networl<.s to serve a temporary commuter rail line, and instead
established dedicated feeder routes. Incidentally, Orange County Trans~ in California took
a similar approach in providing feeder service to the new Metrolink commuter rail line. In
Dade County, a new Metrorail station was constructed at the intersection of Metrorail and
Tri-Rail.

Metrorail was then able to provide access for commuter rail passengers to

downtown Miami, a major destination point.

Through a commitment to intermodal

connections, the local transit and planning agencies were able to overcome the unique
obstacles of the temporary (at the outset) nature of commuter rail service and the lack of
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a downtown terminal. Metrorail continues to serve as the primary feeder/distributor for TriRail in Dade County; PalmTran in Palm Beach County is planning a major reconfiguration
of ~s transit system that will rely on Tri-Rail as the north-south spine of the new network.
In summary, light rail often displaces existing bus routes within a corridor, although if it
operates in its own right-of-way ~ may also induce restructuring {as in Portland). Heavy rail
systems are more likely to cause a restructuring of the bus network, due to greater travel
time savings. Commuter rail requires bus service at stations in residential neighborhoods
and suburban communities, and generally relies on the existing transit network to distribute
its riders throughout downtown.
Type of Bus Network. The nature of the existing bus network also contributes to the need

to restructure routes to serve and avoid duplication of a new fixed guideway route. Bus
networks can be categorized as grid or radial systems. In a grid system. routes travel in
each direction at regularly-spaced intervals and thus provide a high degree of service area
coverage. In a radial system, routes radiate outward from a central hub {usually downtown)
like spokes on a wheel, leaving wide swaths of outlying areas out of reach of the bus
network.
Most new fixed guideway systems are radial in nature and oriented toward downtown.
Thus, radial routes in close proxim~ to the fixed guideway system are likely to be
restructured, whereas many routes in a grid system can readily serve as feeder routes,
perhaps with minor modifications to serve the station locations.
The example of MOTA's attempt to reorient its bus network is relevant to this discussion.
Following the opening of Metrorail, a significant restructuring of the bus system was
implemented. The plan, known as Network '86, increased the number of grid routes and
restructured several routes as feeders to Metrorail. Its broader goal was to rationalize and
in many instances decrease, bus service throughout the county. As noted below, many
route changes were withdrawn or revised in response to community concerns, but the
MOTA planners clearly saw the benefits of strengthening grid routes to work in conjunction
with Metrorail as an integrated system.
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Demand within a Given Corridor. In addition to converting certain routes to feed the fiXed

guideway stations, transit agencies often discontinue routes paralleling the fixed guidewey
route. Portland and Atlanta took this action, and Dade County discontinued express routes
when the south line of Metrorail opened. This type of action is logical to avoid duplication
of service, but two examples from the San Francisco Bay Area involving BART and AC
Transit reveal that the issues can be less obvious.
The first example Involves two of AC Transit's busiest routes, Route 72 along San Pablo
north through Berkeley and Route 82 along East 14th street through East Oakland. These
routes operate in corridors that closely parallel BARrs service to Richmond and Fremont.
Both routes are sufficiently patronized to have 24 hour service, and buses on both are full
for much of the day. The routes divert to serve BART at selected stations, and so function
partly as feeder service, but their through ridership within the corridor is significant.
Interestingly, there appears to be considerable turnover in ridership along the routes,
suggesting that the buses are serving primarily a local market. BART is carrying the longerhaul passengers bound for San Francisco or downtown Oakland, while the AC Transit
routes are primarily meeting the short-haul demand for transit. A person looking at a map
might conclude that the bus routes duplicate BART service and should be discontinued, but
the transit planners correctly recognize that the buses and BART serve different travel
markets.
The second example is the cross-bay express bus service operated by AC Transit. BART
is the dominant public transportation mode for cross-bay travel between Oakland and San
Francisco, but AC Transit continues to run express routes via the San Francisco-Oakland
Bay Bridge. These express routes are the direct successors of rail lines operated as part
of the Key System until 1958, and serve areas not directly served by BART. AC Transit is
pleased with the patronage on the express routes, but their continued operation also seems
to be closely tied to AC Transit's view of itself as a regional transit agency. BARrs opinion
Is that the express bus routes duplicate Its rail service, and that feeder routes from
neighborhoods served by the express buses to BART stations nearby would be a much
more efficient way to provide transit service. The issue has never been resolved, although
budget problems may force AC Transit to address the issue from an efficiency standpoint.
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The examples highlight the need for careful judgment in making the decision to discontinue
bus routes when or after fiXed guideway systems are introduced. While some duplicative
services may be traceable to interagency turf conflicts, there are also cases In which
apparently duplicative routes are serving different markets and are both needed to provide
adequate transit service.
Location within the Metropolitan Area. Adjustments to the existing bus network in response
to a new fixed guideway system are more likely to take place in outlying portions of the
service area. While minor adjustments may be needed in or near central business districts,
there is usually a well-developed grid network in the city center that can adequately serve
to distribute fixed guideway passengers to their downtown destinations. Major bus route
restructurings are more appropriate in outlying areas, where fixed guideway offers greater
travel time savings and where the density of the bus network is lower.
Bus networks can often take on a hybrid form when restructured in order to accommodate
a new fixed guideway system. As seen in the north line Metrorail example in South Florida,
a grid system might be implemented in densely developed sections of an urbanized area.
In outlying, suburban sections, especially where the distance between stations on the fixed
guideway network is greater, a radial bus mini-network centered on fixed guideway stations
may develop. BART, MARTA and Tri·Met's Banfield line have influenced the development
of radial bus mini-networks in suburban areas, with rail stations as hubs. In the San Diego
metropolitan area, the Chula Vista and National City transit systems have oriented their bus
networks to serve the San Diego Trolley, and El Cajon to the east has developed into an
Important intermodal center.
An integrated bus-rail transit system was established as a goal of Tri-Met from the earliest

days of planning for a fixed guideway system. Even before light rail became a serious
discussion item for Portland's transit future, Tri·Met recognized the importance of
connectivity to its bus network. The concept of radial routes extending outward from a key
downtown trans~ mall link, sub-area transfer centers in suburban commun~ies and outlying
Portland neighborhoods where local routes clustered, and crosstown routes linking these
peripheral transit centers is a clear application of intermodalism.
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In Atlanta, an integrated bus-rail transit network was an early MARTA policy goal. The rail
system design incorporated plans to restructure the bus network, and stations were
designed to facilitate that Interface through street extensions, bus bays and special bus
lanes.
Not every fixed guideway system needs to become a hub in the subulban bus network. TriMet restructured its bus network to provide feeder services at selected rail stations.
Stations that are in primarily residential areas or that are difficutt to access via major streets
are not good candidates for hubs, atthough they may be served by a nearby bus line.
When BART was constructed, some local communities changed the zoning in the areas of
the BART station to restrict commercial development and avoid disturbing the existing
residential character of the neighborhood. On the other hand, stations located at major
intersections where there is already some retail or commercial development are prime
locations as focal points for bus network restructuring.
It should be noted that the nature of bus networks are changing, even in the absence of
fixed guideway systems, in response to population and employment shifts.

As

suburbanization trends have continued and Edge Cities are increasingly part of the
metropolttan landscape, transit agencies have wrestled with the best way to provide service
to population, employment, and retail centers in suburban areas. A modified radial network
with major activity centers such as regional malls as hubs is one potential solution to the
challenge of serving suburban locations with public transportation. Fixed guideway systems
can contribute to this service pattem by providing natural activity hubs at their outlying
stations. Joint development projects, discussed in other task reports, enhance the level of
activity at stations and create stronger transit centers and the opportunity for more frequent
feeder bus service.
Feeder bus routes extend the market area for a fixed guideway system by providing access
to the fixed guideway system for those beyond walking distance. Thus, a reorganization
of the bus network to provide service to fixed guideway stations and to discontinue
duplicative routes can make a strong contribution to fixed guideway's ability to attract riders.
In areas with a strong grid system, major reroutings are generally not necessary.
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Restructurings are more common in outlying suburban areas, where bus service is often
reoriented in a modified radial pattern with fixed guideway stations as hubs. This approach
is congruent with current attempts to refocus bus networks in suburban areas to serve
major activity centers such as regional malls. The guideway station becomes another type
of activity center to be served.

Automobile Access to Guideway
A major rationale behind many new fixed guideway systems is to reduce traffic congestion
by attracting commuters and other travelers out of their cars.

Older American fixed

guideway systems were constructed when high urban densities were the norm, and before
the advent of the age of the automobile. Now that the automobile is a fixed star in the
constellation of travel alternatives, new guideway systems must lake account of the need
to provide access for automobiles. This has generally taken the form of park-and-ride lots
at guideway stations.
There are sound reasons for providing park-and-ride access for automobiles at fixed
guideway stations. As is the case with feeder bus service, park-and-ride lots extend the
market area for fixed guideway beyond walking distance of the station. In fact, park-and·
ride lots can be more effective than feeder bus in extending the market area within easy
reach of a station, because its effects are not limited to a specific route or routes but are
omnidirectional within the constraints of the roadway network. Also, park-and-ride lots
function as intercepts for the automobile, and do not require a complete change of mode
for the overwhelming majority of commuter who currently use automobiles; the automobile
is still available on the journey home to pick up children at day care or to run errands.
Automobile drivers and passengers are also the major source of new transit riders.
Automobile access is particularly important in suburban locations. Commuter rail lines,
including Metrolink in los Angeles, CaiTrain in San Francisco, and Tri-Rail in South Florida,
depend heavily on the automobile as an access mode to their stations. BART, SCCTA,
MARTA and MOTA provide parking facilities at most of their outlying station locations.
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Inner city and downtown stations generally have fewer parking spaces available. The Blue
Une in Los Angeles has little parking at most of its stations, pfimarily due to their inner-city
location. In Portland, more positive community attitudes toward transit and an extensive
transit network appear to have obviated the need for extensive parking along the Banfield
light rail line. Most new fixed guideway systems, however, have planned for ready access
to their lines for the automobile.
Tri-Rail's original status as a temporary agency meant that it was constrained from
spending any money to acquire land for parking. As commuter rail ridership has increased
in South Florida, many parking lots squeezed into available land at Tri-Rail stations
overflowed with commuter automobiles. The Florida Department of Transportation (FOOT)
stepped in with plans to construct major park-and-ride lots at several locations along the
right-of-way, and these lots have driven decisions on locating new stations. Interestingly,
while Tri-Rail station locations are placed prominently along 1-95, the agency has noted that
most of its park-and-fide patrons arrive on local streets from adjacent neighborhoods. TriRail believes that once a driver gets on 1-95, he/she will not get off to park at a rail station
and change modes.
The automobile is expected to continue to be a major access mode for fixed .guideway
systems, particularly in outlying or suburban areas. Since many of the planned guideway
extensions (BART and MARTA, for example) will take place in growing suburban areas, the
automobile is likely to become even more important in providing access to fixed guideway
systems. In unusual circumstances such as in Portland, park-and-ride lots may not be
needed. Generally, however, easy access to fixed guideway by automobile will be a
necessary component in increasing the appeal and competitiveness of fixed guideway
systems.
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Transit Agency Organization and Inter-agency Cooperation

The ability to integrate the planning and operation of multiple transit modes can be
enhanced by the organization of the transit agency and by the number of agencies within
a metropolitan area with responsibility for

trans~

operation. The presence of a strong

regional planning or transportation agency can contribute significantly to the effectiveness
of intermodal cooperation.
The simplest organizational situation is when one agency is responsible for all or virtually
all public transportation within a given metropolitan area. Among the case study cities,
Atlanta is a prime example of this situation, with MARTA operating the heavy rail system
and the preponderance of bus service in the region. MARTA planned for intermodal
connections well in advance of the construction of the rail system, and supported the
intermodal concept with both a seamless fare policy that encourages transfers between
modes and station design that facilitates these transfers.
Location of responsibility for all modes within a single agency does not always ensure
cooperation. In some of the older fixed guideway cities, transit agencies are organized on
a modal basis and there is a long history of lack of cooperation. While several agencies
with newer guideway systems are also organized modally, the relative newness of the fixed
guideway component has prevented a bureaucratic hardening of responsibilities solely by
mode.
In Los Angeles, the agencies responsible for buses (Southern California Rapid Transit
District) and new rail construction (Los Angeles County Transportation Commission)
recently merged to form the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority. As
might be expected, a merger of this magnitude did not happen without difficulty, but the
idea of joining the two agencies together is very much in keeping with the increasingly
intermodal nature of public transportation in Southern California.
Conflicts among transit agencies in the San Francisco Bay Area were cited above in the
case of AC Transit's trans-bay express buses competing ~h BART heavy rail service. The
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Bay Area is one of the most fragmented on paper in terms of trans~. w~h four major fiXed
guideway operators (BART, Muni, the Peninsula Joint Powers Board, and the Santa Clara
County Transportation Agency) alone. The MPO for the Bay Area, the Metropolitan
Transportation Commission or MTC, is a strong and forward-looking regional agency that
helps to coordinate and unify public transportation in the metropolitan region. MTC is
sponsoring Translink, an innovative program with the ultimate goal of providing a single fare
medium good on any transn service in the Bay Area. MTC also publishes a regional transit
guide that provides information on how to use all transit services.
San Diego is another metropolitan area with a number of transit providers. In the San
Diego region. however, the Metropolitan Transit Development Board is a unifying factor in
transn planning. The San Diego Association of Governments (SanDAG), the region's MPO,
also works closely with transit agencies to ensure coordination and cooperation.
The examples of San Francisco and San Diego demonstrate that an intennodal spim can
be fostered in regions with multiple providers if there is a strong force for regionalism.
South Florida provides an interesting example in which the regional force was the Florida
Department of Transportation (FOOT). When Tri-Rail began operation in three counties in
1969, its service area spanned three MPOs, two FOOT district offices, and two regional
planning councils. FOOT purchased the CSX right-of-way and was a major source of
funding to get the commuter rail service up and running. It brokered agreements and
provided partial funding for feeder bus service, and paid for the construction of a new
Metrorail station at the intersection of Metrorail and Tri-Rail to ensure access to downtown
Miami for Tri-Rail passengers. The South Florida region has not generally been noted as
an example of regional cooperation, but the success of Tri-Rail is justifiably viewed with
pride as an example of what can be done when the various agencies in the region work
together in common cause.
State Departments of Transportation have also been key supporters of fixed guideway and
intermodal connections in most other metropoman areas where case studies were done.
MARTA personnel cited the role of the Georgia DOT in support of intermodal policies.
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MPOs, regional planning agencies and state DOTs can ensure coordination among multiple
transrt agencies within a metropolitan area and promote intermodal cooperation.

Local Policies
Local policies (and local politics) can help or hinder transit agencies in their pursuit of
systemwide integration and rationalization. As discussed earlier, the political fallout from
MDTA's attempt to restructure its bus service, in part to feed Metrorail, prevented the plan
from going through in its entirety. Transportation dE!Qsions, especially regarding major
components of the local transportation network such as fiXed guideway, are nearly always
influenced to some degree by local politics. It is interesting to note, however, that policies
more conducive to transit and particularly to intermodalism are being adopted or considered
in many metropolitan areas. This may be traceable to the Federal ISTEA legislation, but
it may also be a result of lessons learned from the experiences of the past several years.

Other sections of this report go into much greater depth regarding land use, congestion
management, and specific transportation policies that support intermodalism.

One

interesting finding of the case studies is that future plans for transit are based on an
intermodal approach involving a current or future rail station. As noted in the Los Angeles
case study, Union Station is already an intermodal center, but future transit developments
will accentuate this role. New Orleans' streetcar lines do not connect with each other and
have only casual interfaces with RTA's bus system. New Orleans is planning a new Canal
Street line that will make connections with both existing lines and also serve the New
Orleans Union Passenger Terminal, anticipated to become an intermodal focal point.

Of all the case study metropolitan areas, South Florida is the most illuminating in its plans
for intermodal connections based at a rail station. Downtown Miami no longer has a rail
station; Amtrak service terminates in the northwest section of Dade County, near the
Metroraii/Tri-Rail station. Tri-Rail's terminal is near Miami International Airport, well west
of downtown in an industrial area with only dedicated feeder bus connections. The Miami
lntermodal Center plan calls for a new station approximately one mile closer to the airport
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along the CSX right-of-way. The station will serve Tri-Rail and Amtrak, both of which will

be extended to the new tenninal, and will have a people-mover to connect passengers
directly to Miami International Airport. The proposed Metrorail East-West line will also use
this station, and will provide connections to the Miami Seaport and its booming cruise
business. Metrobus, intercity bus, taxi service and car rental agencies would also be
available at the Miami lntennodal Center. Thus, near1y all fonns of local, regional, national
and international transportation modes will be concentrated in or easily reachable from a
single location. The choice of location immediately adjacent to the airport recognizes the
possibility of landside access modes functioning as distributors for air passengers, just as
heavy rail lines are distributors in central business districts for commuter rail passengers,
and feeder buses distribute heavy rail passengers. ISTEA proponents have been eager
to see the intennodal concept applied at a major airport.

W~h the

Miami lntennodal Center

concept, the South Florida region and transportation community has taken an important
step toward innovative intennodal connectivity.

Subtask 4: Facilitating Convenient Transfers
Introduction
The success of an intennodal transit system rests to a large degree on the extent to which
the modes are connected. A "seamless" system designed to give the passenger the
perception that he/she is riding on a single system no matter which mode is being used is
the intennodal ideal. While many factors enter into the design of such a system, fare policy
and schedule coordination can make a significant contribution to the rider';s perception that
the transit network is an integrated whole.
This sub-task examines fare policies at multi-modal transit systems to identify and assess
the different approaches taken to transfer pricing. The role of monthly fares as a payment
method is also assessed. The objective Is to identify different pricing strategies and their
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underlying rationales. Service-related policies that encourage intermodal use, such as
schedule coordination between modes, will also be examined.
The purposes of this research are to identify the various approaches taken to fare policy,
to highlight current trends in the area of intermodal fares. to understand how different
policies can encourage or discourage intermodal usage, and to assess the extent to which
service policies, including schedule coordination. can affect passenger perceptions of
system unity.

Factors to be addressed include transfer pricing, intrasystem versus

intersystem transfers. schedule coordination, the role of monthly passes, the regional transn
pass concept, and the practical impacts of theoretical assessments of fare policy. This
subtask report is organized into sections focused on each of these relevant factors.

Transfer Pricing

An important component of fare policy involves the treatment of transfers wnhin or between
modes. A recent survey of 17 transn systems.' including five within the case study
metropolitan areas, discovered a range of transfer options, from free transfers to no
transfers. i.e .• full payment of the appropriate fare each time a passenger boards a transit
vehicle. The average transfer charge for the 17 systems was 15 cents.
From an intermodal perspective, free transfers are obviously more effective in encouraging
transfers and intermodal usage. Systems that charge for transfers often express concern
wnh transfer abuse. A paper transfer is worth the equivalent of a full fare, although there
are generally time limnations for ns use. Requiring at least a nominal charge for transfers
discourages riders from obtaining transfers for resale, in the view of those concerned with
transfer abuse. In increasingly constrained fiscal times. transfer fees also provide a small
but steady source of agency revenue.

Center for Urban Transportation Research, Transit Fare Policies and Strategies. Tampa: prepared for
Metro-Dade Transit Agency by CUTR, September 1994. p. 19.
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Systems that require payment of a full fare each time a passenger boards a trans~ vehicle
claim that a no-transfer system eliminates the need to print, distribute, track and collect
transfers and so reduces administrative headaches. Bus operators avoid transfer-related
conflicts with passengers in a no-transfer system. Some Iran~ agencies have considered
lowering their base fares and eliminating transfers as a means of simplifying fare collection
and increasing revenue.
Free transfers are an essential component of a seamless transit network. This concept is
exemplified by MARTA, which has explic~ly pursued a transfer policy treating bus and rail
as part of a single unified system. Tri-Met has a similar policy, enacted through its proof-ofpayment fare system. A validated fare ticket is good on any bus or light rail vehicle for one
hour and 45 minutes after validation. Tri-Met also has a fareless zone covering 100 blocks
of the Portland central business district.
MOTA in South Florida and RTA in New Orleans have transfer charges for transfers within
or between modes that they operate. The cost is 25 cents at MOTA and 10 cents at RTA.
MOTA claims that a transfer charge is not necessarily a barrier to intermodal connections,
since the agency treats a bus/rail transfer in exactly the same fashion as it treats a bus/bus
transfer. New York City is an example of a system that has free bus to bus transfers but
charges an additional full fare for bus/rail connections. There are sound arguments for
charging a transfer fee, but from the rider's perspective,

add~ional

cost is a factor in

discouraging intermodal connections.

lntrasystem versus Intersystem Transfer Polley
The development of new fixed guideway systems has changed the general rule regarding
intrasystem versus intersystem transfers.

In older guideway cities, systems have

historically been more likely to offer free transfers to other components of their service and
to charge for transfers to service operated by other agencies. To help ensure the success
of new fiXed guideway systems, particularly commuter rail start-ups, local transit agencies
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have been willing to accept fare media from the new guideway systems without additional
charges.
The Coaster commuter rail line in the San Diego metropolrtan area and Tri-Rail in South
Florida exemplify this trend. A Coaster rail ticket is accepted by San Diego Trolley and San
Diego TransH as full payment. Tri-Rall reached interiocal agreements with the three transit
agencies within Hs service area to permH commuter rail riders to board local transrt vehicles
at or near rail stations without charge. MOTA has gone beyond this agreement to allow Tri·
Rail passengers wHh any type of ticket or pass (other than a one-way ticket, which must be
surrendered upon transfer) to board any MOTA vehicle free of charge anywhere in the
system. In the reverse direction, passengers transferring from a local transit vehicle to Tri·
Rail or the Coaster have the local cash fare deducted from the commuter rail fare.
Among transH agencies in the Los Angeles region, Santa Clarita has moved farthest in
encouraging intermodal connections wHh Metrolink. Transit agency representatives in the
Los Angeles area suggest that H is unlikely that a completely coordinated transH fare policy
will develop, because there are too many providers, with responsibility to too many
jurisdictions, to expect that a single fare structure could be implemented. Most major transit
providers in the region, however, do have fare agreements designed to encourage
intermodal connections.

Schedule Coordination
The timing of transit services at intermodal centers can dramatically affect the ease of
transferring between modes. Many bus networks rely on a timed-transfer system in which
buses are scheduled to meet downtown or at a major activity or transfer center. Buses are ·
held until all buses arrive, ensuring that transfers can be made without delay.

The

application of this concept across modes can be more difficult, especially since a fixed
guideway system is likely to create new focal points for transfers at Hs stations and so have
many timed transfers to meet.
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Heavy or light rail systems operate with sufficient frequency during most of the day that
timed transfers with other modes are not a major issue. Coordination tends to take place
more often during the late evening hours when transit service is less frequent. Commuter
rail schedule coordination with other modes can be troublesome, particularly in outlying
areas lacking operational frequencies typical of grid service.
Tri-Rail in South Florida is an Interesting example of schedule coordination policies. The
Tri-RaiVMetrorail connection is the major intermodal connection in the region, and is vital
because it allows Tri-Rail passengers access to downtown Miami. Metrorail frequencies
are sufficient to ensure reasonable connections with hourly Tri-Rail service. However,
neither system holds its trains if the other is delayed. This occasionally causes serious
problems if Metrorall suffers a power outage or some other delay, since transferring
passengers then must wait one hour for the next Tri-Rail train.
At most other stations, Tri-Rail has dedicated feeder bus service. As noted in a previous
report, this situation arose owing to the temporary origins of Tri-Rail. Local transit agencies
were unwilling to disrupt their existing bus networks to serve a rail line that might operate
for only two or three years. In addition, Broward County Transit and PalmTran rely on
timed transfers at central locations. To fit bus schedules with Tri-Rail service and timed
transfers elsewhere would have been a challenge, and it would have been more difficult to
hold the buses if Tri-Rail were late. Tri·Rail has had problems with schedule reliability,
because the signal system is old and not appropriate for commuter rail operations and
because the CSX right-of-way consists of a single track with sidings. Thus, a dedicated
feeder bus network was imposed over existing routes. The schedules of the feeder buses
are driven by train arrival times, and they will be held if the train is late.
Most other systems in the case studies have at least a minimal level of schedule
coordination.

The benefits to passengers are that it provides them with convenient

connections and with a sense of confidence that the bus or train will be there when they
transfer. Thus, schedule coordination supports intermodal usage.
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The Role of Monthly Passes
Nearly all transrt systems offer monthly passes as a fare payment option. The passes are
typically priced at the cost of between 32 and 40 single fares> Aside from the volume
discount offered for regular transit users, passes provide a convenient way of paying for
transit service and eliminate the need to carry exact change.
Monthly passes also play a role in encouraging intermodal usage. For systems with
transfer fees. monthly passes eliminate the need to pay an additional transfer charge. It
is hypothesiZed that monthly passes are more appealing to riders who regularly transfer,
because the savings and convenience are even greater. For intersystem transfers, monthly
passes from one system are often accepted on other systems. this is perhaps most
common for commuter rail passes. A Metrolink pass in the los Angeles area, for example,
is accepted by several local transit systems. The liberal transfer provisions accorded to Tri·
Rail riders by MOTA results in the Tri-Rail monthly pass functioning effectively as a regional
transit pass.
MOTA is one of the few systems in the case studies that charges for parl<ing at its stations.
Here again, the Metropass monthly pass saves money for a regular commuter. A monthly
parking permit good at any MOTA lot can be purchased in conjunction with the monthly
Metropass for only $2.00. Since the daily parl<ing fee is $1 .00, this monthly pass option can
resuH in significant savings for riders accessing Metrorail by automobile.
A monthly pass holder views the transit system as an interconnected whole, because
he/she has access to any mode. The perception that the pass holder can use the system
"for free" (i.e., with a marginal cost of zero) tends to heighten the sense of connectedness,
even if the pass holder only uses transit for the journey to work. The monthly pass rewards
frequent users of transit. However, as discussed below, there are theoretical concerns
regarding the appropriate price for the monthly pass from the point of view of maximizing
transit revenue.

'

Transit Fa,.. Policies and Strategies, p. 45
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The Regional Pau Concept
The Metropolitan Transportation Commission in the San Francisco Bay Area is
spearheading an innovative project to develop a universal transit pass good on all of the
transit systems in the Bay Area. The Translink project, as it is known, was introduced in
1994 on BART trains and express buses and on County Connection buses in Contra Costa
County and Is being gradually extended to other transit systems in the nine county region.
Translink uses smart card tedlnology that has the potential to foster major changes in
transit fare payment media over the coming years. The Metropolitan Transportation
Commission has as its goal an integrated transit network with a single fare card usable
throughout the region by early In the 21st century.
Short of a regional pass using smart card tedlnology, other developments in the Bay Area
are also intended to make a single system's transit pass more valuable to pass holders.
The BART Plus program provides a BART pass that can be used as a flash pass on local
bus service and as a stored value pass on BART. Participating bus systems include Muni,
AC Transit, SamTrans in San Mateo County, the County Connection in Contra Costa
County, and SCCTA. BART Plus passes are valid for only half a month, but two can be
purchased at the same time.
The concept of a regional pass for South Florida was examined in a recent study.3 The
study concluded that the Tri-Rail monthly pass was, for all intents and purposes, the
equivalent of a regional pass. The only places where the Tri-Rail pass is not accepted is
on local bus routes in Broward and Palm Beach Counties that do not pass by Tri-Rail
stations. As noted ear1ier, the approach taken to accepting the Tri-Rail pass is an example
of intermodal cooperation among several agencies.

'

Center for Urban Tran.sponation Research, Southeast Florida Regional Transit Fare Coordination
Study, Tampa: prepared for CoTran/Broward County Transii/Metro-Dade Transit Agencyrrri-Rail by
CUTR. December 1994.
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The Translink project in the Bay Area is likely to be only the first attempt to use fare media
technology as a means to integrate transit systems within a region into a seamless network.

As smart card technology continues to evolve in areas outside of transit, the application of
this technology to improve intermodal connections should occur at an accelerated pace.

Theoretical Assessments of Fare Policy
A recent theoretical contribution to fare policy decisions has been the "deep discount"
concept Proposed by Richard Oram, this Idea relies on market segmentation and differing
sensitivities to fare levels to encourage transit ridership while maximizing transit revenue.
While not directly related to intermodal issues. the deep discount approach has implications
for various pricing decisions.
Oram began by segmenting transit riders into three groups. The first Is very frequent riders,
those who use transit intensively for work and other purposes. Next is the somewhat
frequent riders, who may only use transit for the journey to work or for other limited and
well-defined purposes. The final group is the infrequent riders, those who use the system
only occasionally.
Each of these groups has different sensitivities to fare levels, and different fare media are
appropriate for each group. The very frequent riders are likely to be most interested in a
monthly pass. Somewhat frequent riders are sensitive to fares, while infrequent riders are
relatively insensitive due to only occasional use.
A monthly pass targeted at very frequent riders will have a higher price tag than the
standard equivalent of 32 to 40 monthly fares. Very frequent riders can take 80 trips per
month on the transit system, and a lower price results in revenue foregone from this group.
Thus, deep discount theory advocates a relatively high price for the monthly pass in spite
of conventional wisdom. The price should put it beyond the reach of the middle group of
riders. at perhaps 50 or even 60 trips per month . Note that frequent riders will still get a
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discount from what they would pay in individual fares. Continued rewards for frequent
riders at a higher level is akin to recent changes in frequent flier programs by some airlines.
The next group addressed by deep discount theory is the infrequent users. Since they are
only occasional users, the theory argues that they are not sensitive to price; they are likely
to use transit only when they must. The base fare should be set at a relatively high level,
to maximize revenue from the infrequent user group.
If monthly pass prices are high and the base fare is high, then how can the middle group
of riders, those who use trans~ regularly but only for one purpose, be accommodated? For
these riders, deep discount theory recommends prepaid fare media, e~r tokens or tickets,
sold in bulk (e.g., ten-packs) at a discounted price of at least 25 percent below the base
fare. This pricing provides a (deep) discount for the somewhat frequent riders, but requires
advance purchase. The theory is that when the fare media have been purchased and are
available, somewhat frequent riders will be more likely to use transit for other travel
purposes.
Deep discount programs are typically in~iated at times of fare increases, and provide a way
of shielding riders from the effects of a fare increase If they choose to shift to prepaid
media. Presumably, those riders who are sensitive to fare levels will want to do so, while
those who are relatively insensitive will continue to pay the base fare on a trip-by-trip basis.
Some have argued that low-income riders are not likely to take advantage of prepaid media
because of the large one-time purchase price, and so are forced to pay the high base fare.
Results of deep discount programs have been mixed. There are cases in which ridership
and revenue have both risen, but there are also cases In which revenue increases have
occurred in conjunction

w~h

ridership decreases, the typical result of a fare increase.

A deep discount scheme could be applied with provisions that the prepaid fare media be
accepted on multiple trans~ modes. Thus, deep discount theory is neutral with regard to
interrnodal integration. In practice, however, reliance on the monthly pass as a means for
interrnodal users to avoid transfer charges would mean that the increased pass price could
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discourage lntermodal use. A marl<eting effort would clearly be required with any deep
discount intermodal fare program.

Summary
This report has addressed issues related to the design and implementation of intermodal
systems. After providing updates on worl< progress and research methodology in the
introduction. subtask one focused on the theoretical underpinnings of the advantages and
disadvantages of intermodal approaches to the provision of public transportation. Also in
subtask one, examples from case study systems were used to illustrate the practical
application of theoretical issues in real-life settings. Examples from the case studies
focused on three major elements of intermodal design in public transit: physical
connections; automobile access; and information dissemination.
Subtask two extended issues raised in the first subtask to include station locations, another
major element of intermodal systems and operations. After a discussion of potential
outside influences that may resu~ in sub-optimal locations, specific examples were offered
from case study systems where these influences did affect location decisions. In addition,
station locations in the South Florida region were evaluated using maps of demographic
and socio-economic variables in relation to routes and stations.
Subtask three examined factors contributing to the coordination of multimodal planning.
Findings from the case studies suggest that the most relevant factors include fare policies
and structures. location of the new fixed guideway system in relation to the existing bus
routes, convenience, extent of bus networl< restructuring, transit agency organization and
interagency cooperation, and local policy considerations.
Subtask four considered factors facilitating convenient transfers. The purposes of this
subtask include identifying various approaches taken to fare policy, highlighting current
trends in the area of intermodal fares and assessing the extent to which different policies
can encourage or discourage intermodal usage.
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The following represent the major findings of this task report. These findings arise both
from the theoretical perspective presented in subtask one and the empirical evidence
offered in all of the subtasks.
•

Use of graph theoretic techniques offer one method for evaluating the advantages
of intermodal transit systems, as well as a method for evaluating improvements
within the overall system, particularly those related to the nodes or stations on the
intermodal network.

•

It was shown, using the theoretical constructs, why nodes have added significance
in an intermodal network. Since, practically speaking, it is not possible to continually
add links to the lntermodal network, the nodes offer the potential for both
improvements to the system or, conversely, for impeded flows through the system.
Even with the added significance of the nodes, It Is necessary and useful to consider
the entire network.

•

While intermodalism offers an advantage from the standpoint of more connections
through the region and increased accessibility, it also encourages more transferring
between modes, thereby raising the potential for transfer penalties to make travel
through the network more difficult, thereby possibly reducing trans~ ridership. From
this perspective, intermodalism is a double- edged sword.

The potential for

increased connections and access is accompanied by the potential for increased
penalties associated with transit use. This further supports the need to carefully
consider how those transfers are made and to attempt to reduce the impedances
through the network nodes as much as possible.
•

There are many issues which must be considered in relation to movement through
the network and, specifically, the nodes or stations. One important element of the
intermodal network is simply to provide adequate physical connections between the
modes.

Most of the case study systems have a few nodes upon which the

intermodal network is focused. In addition. it was found that provision of park-andride and bus connections at rail stations throughout the network will encourage
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ridership. For most of the case study systems, automobile access was essential, as
the majority of rail riders use automobiles at the home end of the trip.
•

Another aspect that must be considered is the ease with which passengers can
assimilaet infonnation about the intermodal network. Passengers, particularly those
new to transn use, need to be able to easily understand scheduling and movement
through the intermodal connections.

The methods used for information

dissemination vary from system to system and from station to station. Most systems
provide adequate information to the intermodal passenger, but some examples
showed that that is not always the case.
•

Station locations represent another major element of the intermodal network. Transit
facilttles are major public facilities which must be located well with respect to both the
transit dependent population and the discretionary rider. However, there are many
outside influences which can cause the actual station locations to deviate from the
optimal. Foremost among the examples offered were influences related to the use
of existing trackage (usually a fiscal consideration), public or citizen opposition to
proposed alignments and station locations, and environmental and land use
constraints to station locations.

•

Even wnh locational constraints, systems may find satisfactory station locations with
respect to efficiency and equtty concerns. South Florida offers an example of one
system that has faced both locational constraints and equity concerns in relation to
the use and location of rail facilities. A simple evaluation of station locations with
respect to demographic and socio-economic variables shows that these locational
constraints don't ne<:essarily have to resutt in a suboptimal system, though it should
be recognized that different types of rail location decisions will have different
locational requirements and solutions.

•

Fare policies and structures that avoid or minimize monetary transfer penalties are
most effective in encouraging intermodal usage.
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Guideway TtaMitand lntermodallsm: Fund/on and E/feclhwt111

•

Location of a new fixed guideway system affects the importance of feeder bus
services and park-and-ride lots. Fixed guideway utilizing freight rights-of-way tend
to have less supportive land uses surrounding stations, whereas newly constructed
fixed guideway can have station locations selected at sites that are already activity
centers.

•

The convenience of interrnodal connections is vital to encouraging use. Distances
should be minimized, off-street bus bays utilized, and

amen~les

(including clear

signage) provided. Design elements of interrnodal centers can enhance passengers'
experience of transferring.
•

Bus network restructuring is often necessary to maximize interrnodal usage and
allow each mode to carry out~ best function. Grid bus systems generally need only
minor adjustments in station areas, but radial systems require more extensive
changes. Feeder bus service is more important at outlying stations, where the fixed
guideway portion of the total trip is larger and travel time savings are greater. Many
metropol~an

areas ~h new guideway systems have evolved a bus network that is

a grid in the central business district and the inner city, and a modified radial system
with activity centers (including guideway stations) as nodes in suburban outlying
neighborhoods. All stations do not have to become major nodes, and apparently
duplicative bus service can actually serve a different market from fixed guideway.
Planners' knowledge of the area and understanding of the transportation network
come into play; there is no fixed set of rules that apply in all settings.
•

Automobile access to guideway systems is critical, since automobile drivers and
passengers are the major untapped market for fixed guideway trans~. Park-and-ride
lots are especially important in outlying suburban areas. Park-and-ride lots and
feeder bus service both extend the market for fixed guideway transit beyond walking
distance from a station. Because automobile access is omnidirectional {within the
constraints of the roadway network), park-and-ride lots have a greater effect in this
regard.
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•

lntennodal integration is easier to achieve in metropoman areas where a single
transn agency operates the major modes. However, operational fragmentation does
not necessarily mean that intennodalism cannot work.

In cases such as San

Francisco and South Florida, regional or statewide agencies such as MPOs and
DOTs can play a vital unifying role in encouraging lntennodalism.
•

lntennodalism is increasingly recognized in Mure plans as a sound policy. Railway
stations are major focal points in intennodal planning. Airports may also play an
increasingly significant part in integrating all transportation modes.

•

The best transfer pricing policy is to provide free transfers between modes. This
encourages lntennodal use and gives the sense that once the passenger is aboard
a transit vehicle, he/she has access to the entire system.

•

Interagency transfer agreements have been traditionally more difficuH to reach than
intra-agency policy. Recent new foced guideway systems have changed this trend,
as existing local agencies have taken an intennodal approach encouraging use of
all modes by offering free transfers.

•

At least a minimal level of schedule coordination is provided by transit agencies in
the case study areas. Schedule coordination is most important at times and places
where service is relatively infrequent.

•

Monthly passes provide a volume discount and increased convenience for transit
riders. In systems with a transfer charge, passes allow transferring passengers to
avoid paying the charge, and thus are more attractive to intermodal riders.

•

The Metropolitan Transportation Commission in the San Francisco Bay Area has
embarked upon a regional pass project that could be a forerunner of fare policies in
major metropolitan areas in the next century. The goal of the Translink project is to
create a universal fare medium accepted by all transit agencies within the Bay Area.
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•

The most recent theoretical development in the fate po~cy area is the deep discount
concept. This involves a high monthly pass price, a high base fare, and deeply
discounted prepaid media (tokens or tickets) available in bulk.

Deep discount

proponents claim that it can increase both ridership and revenue, aHhough results
have been mixed. Deep discount should be neutral with regard to intermodal
integration, although in practice its effect on pass prices may discourage intermodal
use to some extent.
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